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NEW YORK GUN MEN
IN BECKER TRIAL
MYSTERIOUS
TELLS
MURDER

WITNESSES
COURT

SPREAD

THAT "WHITEY"

TERROR

LEWIS

have been strengthening defenses and
concentrating troops in the import
zone, comprising
Adrianople and
Kirk Kilisseh, just south of the Bulgarian frontier. Since the general
mobilization was ordered a great
stream of men has been pouring into
0
the dlstrSc at the rate latterly of
daily. Turkish officers recognize
splendid qualities of the men in the
ranka.of the Bulgarian army.
The: reliability of the Christians
serving in the ranks of the Turkish
army is one of the great problems of
the moment for the Ottomai commanders. The Armenians are expected to behave loyally, but It is said
that It would show ignorance of human nature to expect Greeks to fight
against Greeks or Bulgarians against
Bulgarians and there are many of
these nationalities in Turkey.
The feeling among the native Christians may be gauged to a certain extent by their efforts to escape from
service by the payment of a tax or by
bolting abroad.
Constantinople, Oct. 11. Fighting
between the Turkish and Montenegrin
this
troops was still in progress
morning in the region of Tushl to the
north of Scutari. No details have
reached here.
St. Petersburg, Oct, 11. A despatch
from Podogoritza, Montenegro,
says
the Montenegrin southern army under
the command of General Martinovitch,
has crossed the river Boyana, and captured several Turkish block houses at
Tarakosoh, near the town of Scutari.
The Russian minister of marine
has postponed his proposed visit to
Paris in view of the possible compli
cations in the Black Sea.
Athens, Greece, Oct. 11. Princess
Andrew of
Alice, wife of Prince
Greece, has decided to leave at once
for the frontier with a number
of
nurses.

HUNT DECLARES
DEATH PENALTV
IS BARBARISM

NET CLOSES IN ON

FOUR

AMONG

WAS ONE OF

CAR WHO SHOT AND KILLED ROSENTHAL

THUGS-STAN-

MEN

Phoenix, Ariz., Oct. 11. Declaring
that capital punishment had no more
place in the recent day order than the
burning of witches, G.overnor Hunt
granted reprieves to William Campbell, Eduardo Perez, N. B, Chavez and
Miguel Peralta all' of whom were to
have been hung today. The reprieves
deferred the date of execution to April

20,-00-

Governor Hunt expressed the hope
that the legislature would pass at its
IN next session, a bill abolishing capital
punishment and added that if the law
makers failed to act, the people
would be certain to initiate such a
ICH

law.

CHAUFFER

RYAN

EW MEX CAN

KNOX IS HOME.

IS SHAKEN WITH

Seattle, Wash., Oct. 11. The cruis
er Maryland, bringing Secretary of
from Japan, and Secre
FEAR AND DOES NOT KNOW GUN MEN State ofKnox
the Interior Fisher from
tary
Honolulu, arrived today. Mr. Fisher
desires to start for San Francisco at
"Whom did you refer to of these once and Mr. Knox is anxious to reNew York, N. Y., Oct. 11. Jacob
and Morris Luban, the "mysterious" four men?" asked Assistant District turn to Washington, but the republican national and state committees
witnesses found by District Attorney Attorney Moss.
have
arranged political meetings in
at
were
Ryan appeared frighteued.
Whitman in jail at Newark,
"I didn't refer to anybody," he de- Seattle and Portland at which Mr.
the criminal courts building today,
waiting to be called to the stand at the clared, shifting his eyes quickly over Knox will speak.
trial of Police Lieutenant Becker, the four men.
"Didn't you tell the assistant district
charged with the murder of Herman
Rosenthal. They were held in New- attorney in the prsion yesterday that
you were afraid to put your hand on
ark on charges of forgery, but on
that their arest was a him?" pursued Mr. Moss.
"I was afraid to because I might
"frame up" and that one of them was
an eye withess to the murder, they put my hand on the wrong man," anwere paroled and brought to New swered Ryan in a weak voice.
"Can you swear," Interrupted JusYork.
Giovanni Standish, another w'tness tice Goff, "that any one of these four
to, the tragedy and Mrs. Lilliam Rosen- men fired the shot? Look at the pristhal, widow of the murdered gambler, oners."
were other witnesses whom, it was
Ryan gave a fleeting look at the
MORGAN MAN
expected, the state would call early. four. Everyone of the gun men was
The informers, Rose, Vallon, Webber eyeing him.
SCUTARI MAY FALL AT ANY TIME
IS ON STAND
"I cannot," he replied in a trembling
and Schepps, were held in readiness as
AND- THAT
LONDON
HEARS
usual and It was thought possible that voice. Ryan was then allowed to go.
He was followed on the stand by
Washington, D. C, Oct. 1 1. Edward
enough progress might be made t3
ARE
FORCES OF MONTENEGRO
T. Stotesbury, of Philadelphia, banker
Giovanni Standish, an eye Witness
reach Rose's testimony. . and associate of j. P. Morgan, was the
Thomas Ryan, a chauffeur and an who saw three men with revolvers,
MEETING WITH SUCCESS
first witness examined today by the
eye witness of the murder, was the but was not sure whether more than
first witness called today. His ap- one fired at Rosenthal. Again the four
Clapp committee investigating camLondon, Oct. 11. The fall of the paign expenses.
pearance was a surprise to ..the de- men were brought into court.
Standish left the witness stand, and Turkish city of Scutari is imminent.
Other witnesses scheduled in
fense for his name had not previously
with hesitation picked out "Whitey" Unless Turkish reinforcements arrive cluded William S. Edward, Roosevelt
figured in the case.
The four gun men were brought Into Lewis as one of the three he had seen. soon, the town, with its manufactories leader in West Virginia; Fred W. Up
court and Ryan was asked to pick out He was unable to identify the others, of firearms, will be taken by the ad- ham, of Chicago, and S. Aranowitz,
the man who fired the shot that kill- but swore that "Whitey" fired one of vancing Montenegrin army. The Otto of New York.
Lilt shots.
man government took lightly Monte
ed Rosenthal.
Stotesbury testified he had collected
negrin threats, and the Turkish mil $165,795.50 in Pennsylvania in 1904
Itary authorities were not prepared for the republican national campaign,
on that frontier as on the Servian and the money going to the national committee.
Bulgarian borders.
Hence the reported continued sucPrincipal contributors to the 1901
cess of the King Nicholas forces.
fund were:
followed
The Montenegrins
up
Former AmhastJor
Charlemagne
their success by capturing yesterday Tower, $7500; Drexel & Company,
Stevens,
(By Gilson Gardner.)
attorney of Den- the fort
Steel company,
guard in Tushl, thus improv- $5000; Bethlehem
Denver, Colo., Oct. 11. Colorado is ver.
the road for an advance on Scutari $5000; Cambria Steel company, $5000;
ing
of
reSo
words
In
state.
the
have
the
doubtful
Taft
a
discouraged
and an official telegram received by United States Steel corporation, $127,-77Sam Blythe: "I don't know which publicans become that they have rethe consul general of Montenegro in
Thomas Dolan, $10,000; G. W.
cently been trying to sell out the Taft London
way it will go."
says the advance has begun. Elkins, $25,000; Mid vale Steel comform" electors for a chance at the jobs.
On the basis of "political
out here that the way pany, $5000; Pennsylvania Steel comIt is
there are perfectly good reasons for They proposed to form a combination cannotpointed
without serious pany, $5000; Philadelphia Electric
traveled
be
predicting that, the state will be with the progressives, offering to fighting as the Albanians in the vicin- company,
$2500.
withdraw
Wilson's
candidate
for
their
20,000.
Woodrow
by
governity have been aroused by Turkish
In 1908 Stotesbury said he collected
On the basis of equally good polls or, and one of their candidates for emissaries and are
to
join
expected
there is a Bull Moose sentiment equal- United States senator, and to cease the Ottoman troops. News from other $101,057.67 in Pennsylvania for the
state
the
Roosevelt
to
The
Taft parts of the Montenegrin frontier is republican national campaign. The
working for Taft electors.
give
ly sure
were:
list, however, would remain on the more conflicting. If, as is generally more important contributors
.by that same 20,000 majority.
H. Bromley,
Philadelphia,
Joseph
As usual, the one thing certain is ballot.
believed, Montenegro precipitated her
In urging the progressives to ac- declaration of war was a part of the $5000; John and James Dobson, $2000;
that Taft is running somewhere a litJohn Bromley & Sons, Philadelphia,
tle ahead of Debs. In the mines and cept this proposition the Taft repub- strategy of the Balgan allies, the
$5000; E. T. Statesbury, $5000; Drexel
not
will
he
sections
mill
licans
poll
control
of
that
the
fronon
of Turkey
her
explained
rolling
&. Company,
$5000. Mr. Stotesbury
Debs.
as
the senate for tariff purposes is at tier must have influenced her decisso many votes
thiB year to Presisaid
he
$25,000
gave
This is horn Wilson's friends con- present the important
thing; that ion.
dent Taft's campaign for
11.
Oct.
vince themselves that he has the Taft Is a dead cock in the pit, and it
(From
Constantinople,
is waste of effort to work for him; steamer in the Dardanelles Kestendje,
state:
Samuel Aranowitz, of New York,
Two years ago, in the state election that the democrats are very close to Roumania.) No fewer than 40,000
leadColorado's vote was divided practic- a majority in the senate, and that Turkish troops from Asia Minor will, said Samuel S. Koenig, the Taft
named most of the
had
er,
actually
in
and
such majority would mean taking the it is estimated, be
European
ally evenly between republicans
Roosevelt watchers.
democrats, 100,000 each. The result duty off beet sugar and other indus- Turkey. This will bring the effective
"I was supposed to be the Roosevelt
was a democratic governor and a re- tries; so why not get together, elect force of the Turkish army there up
leader in that district," said the wit
the Bull Moose candidate for govern- to four hundred thousand men.
publican attorney general.
Turkish officials say that the day ness, "and Mr. Koenig suggested sev
This year the democrats are unit- or and save the republican control of
So
of
trial has found the military de- eral men as watchers. The election
divided.
ed and the republicans
the state legislature?
was controlled by Mr. Koenig's men."
it is easy to predict that the 100,000
"Nothing doing," replied Costigan. pots full of stores and army equipFred W. Upham, assistant treasurer
ment complete and of good quality.
democratic votes will be polled for
of
the republican national committee
months
for
authorities
Ottoman
The
the
and
Wilson
100,000 republican
ROOSEUELT
(N
These
votes divided.
predictors
would give Roosevelt 70,000 and Taft
LA FOLLETTE'S

TURKISH CITY
IS ATTACKED"
BY ENEMY

ROOSEVELT AL WJ1YS FIRST
TAFT JUST AHEAD OF DEBS

,

30,000.

The error in the above calculation
if error there is lies in the assumption that Roosevelt is, less popular
In Colorado than Wilson. But people
have a habit of forgetting in which
party they belong and just being for
"Teddy." This may knock the "political form" calculations galley west.
In the Denver city campaign last
spring the progressive independent
movement, led by Lindsey and Costl-gan- ,
knocked the everlasting daylights out of both tae old parties in
Denver, polling 40,000 votes' to a paltry 14,000 republican and 12,000 dem-- ,
ocratic. Which shows that party ties
are sitting lightly these days.
This same Ed P. Costigan is now
Bull Moose candidate for governor. A
veteran lighter in the progressive
he
brings
cause, and eloquent,
.strength to the state ticket.
The democratic candidate for governor, Elias Yahco Amnions, is weak.
He is openly opposed to conservation. Is wrong on water power regulation, and has a record in the state
legislature which might lead one to
;think him entirely too friendly with
who
"Angel Archie" Stephenson,
' ;
helped "put Taft over."
"Honest John" Shafroth, at present
governor, is democratic candidate for
the long term in the United States
senate, Charles S. Thomas wants the
short term.
It Is unnecessary to name the cor- poration lawyers who have been nominated by the Taft organization for
these offices; they do not figure as
'
possibilities.
The Bull Moose candidates for the
"
long and short terms In the United
States senate are: Frank D. Catlin,
an attorney of Montrose, and I. N.

STATE TOMORROW
St. Paul, Minn., Oct. 11. Colonel
Roosevelt arrived here from Duluth at
6:20 this morning and remained until
S:30 when he left for an invasion of
Wisconsin. He was scheduled to make
his principal address at Oshkosh tonight. St. Paul progressives made no
arrangements for the colonel's brief
stay here and he did not leave his car.
St. Paul, Minn., Oct. 11. W. J.
Bryan, invaded Minnesota today. He
left Grand Forks this morning and
made several rear platform speeches
on his way to the Twin Cities, being
due here tonight. Mr. Bryan will
for Cedar
leave about midnight
Rapids and Des Moines, Iowa.
Chicago, III., Oct 11. Governor
Marshall conferred with Senator Hoke
national
Smith of the democratic
headquarters here today regarding a
possible far western tour of several
weeks. Governor Marshall has not
yet decided to accept the commission. '
SPION KOP BECOMES
MISSION

FOR ZULUS.

Washington, Oct 11. The scene of
the bloodiest battle of the Boer war,
Spion Kop, a mountain outside of

Ladysmith, Natal, South Africa, is to
be used by Seventh Day Adventists
as a mission farm for educating and
Christianizing the Zulus. The farm
U to be
Albany, Oct. 11. A check for
was received today by the
state comptroller in. payment of the
advance inheritance tax on thu estate of the late John Jacob Astor.

,

was the next witness.
Upham said he knew nothing of the
1904 campaign funds. In 1908 he was
In charge of the western
campaign,
with headquarters at Chicago and collected $548,320.59. In addition to that
he received $50,000 from Charles P.
Taft, but returned it at the end of
the campaign. The committee recess"'

207

NO.

In 1908,

ed

until

SAMUEL GOMPERS IS
BROUGHT INTO CASE

Monday.

San Jose, Calif., Got . 11 A telephone message from the corast near
Watsonville states that a submarine
ran ashore there today and thnt tjt
men were drowned.

OF DYNAMITING TOO
DUT THE

JUDGES

DO NOT

BELONG IN POLITICS.
my name by the

"The use of

X
X

S
S

Albuquerque Morning Journal in
connection with the present cam- paign was entirely unauthorized
by me," said R. H. Hanna, mem- ber of the state supreme bench
today. "I consider that, as a
member of the bench, I can not,
with propriety, engage in any
form of political activity.
"I am not taking any part in
the present political campaign
and will confine my participation
to casting my vote as may seem
to nie to be for the best interest
of the state and nation."

WERE

BANDITS

DEFEATED BY
ONE MAN
EXPRESS MESSENGER
CITY

SOUTHERN

THEM

A

SAVED
BEATEN

DOSE
HIS

KANSAS

ON
TRAIN
OF

LEAD

GAVE
AND

PACKAGES-BAD- LY

UP

Ft. Smith. Ark.. Oct. 11. Four ban- dits bungled the hold up of a north- bound Kansas City Southern passenger train between Hatfield and Mena,
was
One
Arkansas, early today.
wounded and captured and the others
escaped after a battle with Express
Messenger Merrill Burgett of Kansas
City, in which Burgett exhausted his
ammunition and was badly beaten.
Burgett shot the robber who was
discovered an hour after his companions had deserted him. The robber is
being conveyed to Mena. Fifty or
more men in armed posse are pursuing the bandits. Burgett is in a
hospital at Mena. He will recover.
The train, known as No. 2, left Hatfield, Ark., about 2 o'clock. While
Burgett was working in his car he
w the bandits clambering up to the
side door. They smashed the glass
with their revolver butts.
Burgett sprang to his most valuable
packages and hid them, despite the
hail of bullets which the bandits
poured Into the car.
The packages
hidden,
Burgett
turned his attention to the invaders.
As Burgett fired at them the robbers
reached through the smashed window
and loosened the catch which held
the door from the inside. They sprang
into the car, firing at Burgett as they
advanced. The messenger leaped behind some baggage and met the robbers' gre. The train had attained a
speed of about 30 miles an hour, and
apparently none of the train or locomotive crew knew that hold up was
being attempted. A last shot fired by
Burgett before the robbers gained the
inside of the car, wounded one of
them.
s
The fight continued hot until
cartridges were gone. The robbers closed in and overpowered him,

COMING DOWN THE HOME STRETCH.

Bur-gett'-

GOVERNMENT

THE PACIFIC
AND IRON

COAST

WORKS

IS

SEEKING

TO

WHO FINANCED

SHOW IT

WAS

TVEITMOE

THE CREWS BLOWING

UP

OF

TIMES

IN CALIFORNIA

JUDGE ANDERSON HOLDS THAT BIG
LABOR LEADER IS NOT INVOLVED
Indianapolis, Ind., Oct. 11. Whether
Samuel Gompers, president of the American Federation of Labor, was present at a certain labor union meeting
held in St. Louis, Mo., in November,
1910, was asked by government attorneys in the dynamite conspiracy
trial.
Frank Schilding, clerk of a hotel in
St. Louis, testified that the International Association of Bridge and
Structural Iron Workers was holding
its annual convention in St. Louis at
the time. He named Frank M. Ryan,
Chicago; Michael J. Young, Boston;
F. J. McNulty, Newark, N. J.; M. B.
Madden, Chicago, and Olaf A. Tveit-moSan Francisco, as registered at
the hotel. The convention was held
the month after the Los Angeles
Times disaster, and it was at that
time, the government charges, that
Tveitmoe told Ryan, president of the
Iron Workers, that the "Pacific coast
expected a Christmas present" in the
shape of more explosions. Tveitmoe
also was described as "the big pay
master" who financed the dynamiters.
At the St. Louis meeting he was
charged with promoting the Llewellyn
Iron Works explosion. '
"Was Mr. Gompers registered at the
hotel at the time?' asked Attorney
J. W. Noel.

"He wasn't registered, but he was
around the hotel a good deal," answered the witness.
United States Senator Kern, for the
defense, objected. "Mr. Gompers is
not a defendant. He has nothing to
do with the case."
"Nothing, other than it will be
that he had something to do
with the defense of the conspirators
in the ttate of California," replied Mr.
Noel.

Judge Anderson ruled he at present
although lie gave battle to three,
weilding the butt of his short shot
gun effectively. The bandits clubbed
the messenger repeatedly,
asking:
"Where's that package of money?"
Bleeding, Burgett crouched in the
corner of the car while the robbers
brutally beat and kicked him, but did
not reveal the hiding place.
The bandits searched the car carefully, found nothing, then applied the
air brakes.
By this time the train conductor
had begun an investigation. As the
conductor came forward with his lantern, the robbers fled.
In answer to the conductor's
repeated knockings on the door of the
express car, Burgett struggled to his
feet, unlocked the door, then fainted.
He was revived long enoungh to give
a brief sketch of the attempted hold
into
up and the train was rushed

saw no relevancy in the mention of
Mr. Gomper's name and if none appeared in further testimony, he would
so instruct the jury.
Pieces of exploded cans, old tin cans
lu which nitro glycerine had been
carried, cartridges, fuses and magazine guns were put in readiness
by
the government today to be used in

the dynamite conspiracy trial.
Gathered from many sections of the
country in the wake of Ortie E.
and the McNamaras, they
have been classified by Clarence W.
Nichols, assistant district attorney,
and are to be used as physical evidence in the government's charges
of illegal interstates shipment of explosives.
Six hundred

and twenty exhibits
have been listed. They are to be presented to the jury one by one and
include: Two magazine guns, a rifle,
fuses and alarm clock attachments
for bombs, taken from the valises of
McManigal and James B. McNamara,
when they were arrested in the lobby of a hotel in Detroit on April 12,
1911.
A fibroid suit case, made in
Cincinnati, for carrying
which Henry W. Legleitner, now of
Denver, is alleged to have brought
from Pittsburg to the Iron Workers'
headquarters in Indianapolis. Nitroglycerine cans found near a portion
of a bridge over the Missouri river at
Kansas City, Mo., which McManigal
bl: w up .August, 1910.
Suit case in
which McManigal carried dynamite
and which bears the stains of having
been placed on a radiator. A shawl
strap in which George (Hipper) Ander-sliow- n
son. Cleveland, a defendant, is charted
with having carried a dynamite box
toT;a suburb, of Clevelanu
.Parts oi'
ar. infernal machine found near the
home of F. J. Zeephandear.
nitro-glycerin- e

tified, received a charge of shot in the
breast, near the heart. Probably he
will die.

COAL TARIFFS
IN NEW MEXICO

ARE SUSPENDED
11.
Washington, D. C, Oct.
Freight tariffs making advances on
soft coal from Colorado and New
Mexico mines to destinations in the
middle west were suspended today
by the interstate commerce commission until April 28. An investigation
is in progress.

CATCHING

A

TARTAR.

(From the Washington Post).
Whatever may have been President
A posse was organized to pursue Roosevelt's relations with E. H.
the robbers into the hills near Hatprior to and after 1904, the letfield and Potter, Ark. Near Potter ters produced at the hearing before
the Clapp committee show
the wounded robber was found.
The wounded robber, who is uniden of Illegality, and when the Colonel
appears to testify, the committee will
probably find that it has caught a
tartar too strong for any of the cross
examination of the senate.
It Is made quite plain by the letters that the Colonel was anxious to
have Mr. Harriman visit him at th
White House to "talk matters over."
Before the election of 1904, Mr. Roose
velt undoubtedly depended very largely on Mr. Harriman's advice as to political conditions in New York. It Is
also made plain that Mr. Harriman
did contribute $50,000 to the national
and the presumption,
committee,
therefore, Is that the money was to
be used for Mr. Roosevelt's benefit.
But what has all this to do with the
present campaign? There may be
those who will take the view that the
colonel's veracity has been Impeached,
Oi that, having dealt with Mr. Harriman before the election, he was ungrateful in turning cold after the election, but the admirers of the Colonel
will shout joyfully: "Teddy put one
over that time." The personality of
Mr. Roosevelt is such that his friends
cannot be won from him by any such
Disclosures, while his enemies need
nn such impetus to make them anxious
te defeat him. The people formed
their judgment of the Colonel long
ago, and the decision on November
5 will hardly be affected by the testimony before the Clapp committee.
What the people must decide Is, not
whether Colonel Roosevelt was a close
friend to Mr. Harriman in 1904, but
whether his program as, head of the
third party would be disastrous or
beneficent; and whether, accepting It
as beneficent, it would be possible for
him, without a majority of his own
party in congress, to carry but .the
sweeping reforms which he promises.
Mr. Roosevelt's relations with Mr.
Harriman have nothing to do with the
issues of the campaign, and are
worth only that degree of attention
that Is given to historical novels.
Mena.

Har-rima-

The Little Store

STOMACH

THIS SAFE SAW

MISERY

JUST VANISHES

Again Reminds You of the Superior
Diapepiin."

DAYS

CO.

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.

LEO HERSCH

45

J. CRICHTON
Lumber and Coal Yard
R.

All Kinds of Building Materials.

Screen Doors, Red and White Cedar Fence Posts
yard 333 Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.

Phone, Red

Phone, Red 100

Phone, Red 100

100

CAPITAL COAL YARD
oal ims?al.e Wood
PHONE 85 MAIN.

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERRILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL,

FACTORY WOOD

SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD

ALL SIZES.

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.

OPEN DAY AND NIOHT

La Salle Restaurant
Telephone II.
Two Doors Below P. Andrews

MOODY'S STAGE LINE
From

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meet

CHAS. GANN, Prop.

Both North South
Bounds Trains.

Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
north bound train and arrlvea at
the
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Taoa
it 7 p. m.
50c.
and
25c
Rooms for Bent
mites shorter than any other
Ten
All
Hears,
Short Orders at
way. Good covers hacks and good
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00 teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
furnished commerce men to take In
freaca Noodle Order 70c a elsa.
Maw Tark Chap Susy We. the surrounding towns. Wire Kabvdo
Station.

A

Star

REVENUE

QUITS

AFTER

SERVICE

YEARS

SPENT

SAM'S

SECRETS- -

TRAIL IN

'64

INTERNAL

GUARDING
CROSSED

STOPPING

SON, CAME HERE IN

rui livedo
SHIP YOUR

FREIGHT

To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and
all points In New Mexico, Ari
zona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, vlajj NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.

FROM SANTA FE

The

.

Best
Route

'

For Rates and Full Information Address
a F
p

EUGENE FOX,

ECOMONY
GROCERY
"All Golds at Right Prices"

J.

Jr.

SQUARE DEAL TO ALL.

309 San Francisco Street

TEXAS.

I

FOR RHODES

at

The Novelty Shop,

s,
For Fruit Ladders, Step
IronCommon Ladders,
ing Tables, Upholstering,
Furniture Repairing and all
Kinds of Repair Work. .'.
Lad-der-

Street

..

::
Telephone
All work guaranteed first class.
157 W.

SANTA FE, N. M

J.F.RHOADS
Work for the New Mexican. It Is
working for you, for Santa Fe and
the new state.

Money andFuel Saver

Without Attention. Now
is the time to call and
Mjkt if our Selection
while our stock is complete in a sizes. We
will take
pleasure in
Demonstrating to you
the advantagsstobehad
in Purchasing a Coles.

ntar

I
4 ciisimm nui mum rua

THE

AT TUC-

'83.

Another landmark moved!
So said a passerby as he gazed at
a big, black safe of forbidding mien,
standing in the hall of the first floor
ot the federal building awaiting the
men with block and tackle who were
to haul it upstairs to the office of U.
S. Marshall Secundino Romero.
The safe looked lonesome out there
in the hall and had its doors been unlocked it might have given vent to a
secret sorrow at having to leave the
sunny rooms of the internal revenue
collector. And what a history of the
southwest was held in its big iron
chest! Could It have given its reminiscences it would have told of the
day way back in 1864, when the war
was still on, that it started for the
great "wild west," traveling in a
fieighter, dragged by 30 mules. Over
the Santa Fe trail was "some" Journey in those days and the 7,000
pounds weight of the safe must have
made the mules believe a passenger
of much importance was being transported.
On, on, the safe traveled, and it is
said "safely" its thick sides ot steel
braved heat or cold, wind or rain
Per
with perfect equananimosity.
haps it spent a few days in Santa Fe
away back in '64 but this city was
For it
not to be its residence then.
traveled farther stopping finally at
Tucson, Arizona, where it entered the
employ of the federal government. For
nearly 19 years the safe was a faithCATTLE SHIPPED
ful servant, never betraying a secret
up an important document.
AT CARLSBAD or giving
In 1883 the government ordered the
safe sent to Santa Fe and for the past
Carlsbad. N. M. About 1500 cattle 29 years it has reposed in the internal
were loaded at the Carlsbad pens last revenue office, enjoying a singularly
week. The stuff came from the Guaa placid existence as far as escaping
alupe mountains and delivered to Are, dynamite and the wiles of nitro
Bronson & Wilson, of Kansas. The glycerine are concerned. Perhaps the
steers were sold in the spring at $23 formidable proportions of the treasure
for ones, $30 for twos and $35 for older keeper have deterred any bandit from
steers. The total money consiaera attempting to pry open those steel
tion was about $40,000. For several doors.
It was with a smile of pride that
days Carlsbad had the appearance oi
Chief Deputy James J. Goutchey or
the old time cow town.
Last week a general three day rain Deputy F. D. Blandy, or other officials
fell over the valley. The total fall would point to "old iron sides," as
was about 2.50 Inches. It rained again they called the relic of bellicose days.
last night and indications are good And now after all .these years of
for further precipitation. The moist- fidelity to a sacred trust; after nearly
ure that has fallen will help the range half a century of acquaintance with
very much. The farmers that are the external affairs of the internal
planting alfalfa welcomed the rain as revenue service, the safe has been
well. It will insure a good stand on transferred to the office of the U. S.
the thousands of acres that are being Marshal to be gazed upon by men of
high arid low degree some of them
planted to alfalfa this fall.
The Carlsbad Orchard and Planta- perhaps prisoners who have been
tion company is doing much work on "sent for" and whose six shooter will
their big farm six miles below town. A be removed from his hip pocket and
placed in one of the secret recesses
large force of men have been at work- of "old iron sides."
tn manv weeks clearing land, breakBut the safe did not submit to this
ins and leveling. Several hundred
of venue without a protest
acres are now in perfect condition for change from the
judging
expression on the
have
of
A
engineers
corps
planting.
- faces of the men with the block and
and
procanals
on
the
been at work
tackle and the groans of the
nosed extensions of the main canal boards which protected the stairs. pine
The engineers will complete their
Nor did the change go unmarked by
wnrii in thfi near future when con officials in the federal
building. There
is
Alfalfa
being was one whose face showed veritable
otruction will begin.
planted and in the winter many rnm signs of alarm. "What's the matter
trees will be set out.
with Surveyor General March?" was
abked as that official made a careful
NOTICE.
survey of the ceiling.
"Old iron sides, 7,000. pounds in
To all Automobile Chauffeurs, Greet
inff
weight, now is resting o'er the surBe it known by copy of ordinance veyor general's head," was the reply
attached that every one guiding an punctuated with chuckles.
automobile is required to blow a horn,
siren or whistle turning or crossing
corners of the streets or passing vehicles from the rear. Failure to comply with this rule will subject the
The following is a list of the memoffender to arrest by the city mar- bers of the county road boards apshal or his police. A great many com- pointed to date:
plaints have been received that this
Taos county Onesimo
Martinez,
nrriinano.A is not beine enforced. Any
Hondo; A. Gusdorf, Taos; F.
Arroyo
office
one may stop at the marshal's
W. Drake, Hodges.
and get a copy of the ordinance
Valencia county Jose G. Chaves,
which reads as follows:
Los Lunas; John Becker, Jr., Belen;
"SuhSee. 11. That every automo
Edmundo C. de Baca, Belen.
bile, motor cycle, and every motor
San Miguel county Sostenes
vchiflo shall he eauiDned wltn norn,
El Chaperito; William Springsiren or whistle, which shall be sound
ed when rounding corners or cross- er, Las Vegas; A. A. Jones, Las Vegas.
Sierra county Cornelius Sullivan,
ing any street or when passing any
vehicle from the rear; every
Hillsboro; H. A. Wolford, Hillsboro;
or other motor vehicle, except Edward James, Chloride.
motor cycles shall be equipped with
San Juan county John C. Hubbard,
thrpn lights, two in front and one in Farmington; T. H. Pierce, Azetc; Dr.
Motor
red.
cycles C. D. Smith, Laplata.
rear rear light
shall be equipped with one iront ngm,
Sandoval county Alfred J. Otero,
nil other vehicles shall be equipped
C. Mondragon,
with a front light. All lights shall be Jemez Springs; L.
Adelberto C. de Baca, Bere
Bernalillo;
at
forty-nvminutes
within
lighted
nalillo.
ter sunset and until daylight"
Roosevelt county Ed. Walls, Elida;
(Signed) RAFAEL, GOMEZ,
City Marshal. T. J. Molinari, Portales; J. B. Priddy,
Portales.
Santa Fe. N. M., Oct. 11. 1912.
McFarland,
county Fred
Quay
1100 REWARD, $100.
Logan; J. W. Corn, Tucumcari; Donbe
The readers of this paper will
ald Stewart, Tucumcari.
Mora
pleased to learn that there is at least
Romero,
county Eugenio
one dreaded disease that science has Mora; H. W. Brown, Wagon Mound;
been able to cure in all its stages, and J. Frank Curns, Wagon Mound.
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure Luna county Roy- Bedichek, Capis the only positive cure now known itol Dome; G. M. Sadler, Lewis Flats;
tc the medical fraternity. Catarrh Ripley C. Hoffman, Deming.
disease, rebeing a constitutional
Guadalupe county P. L, Harringtreatment
quires a constitutional
ton, E. Vaughn; John H. Hicks, Santa
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally
Rosa; Benigno Padilla, Puerta de
acting directly on the blood and mu Luna.
cous surfaces of the system, thereby
Lincoln county J. M. Vega, J. L.
destroying the foundation of the dis- Laws,
Paul Mayer, White
ease, and giving the patient strength Oaks. Lincoln;
by building up the constitution and
Grant county George W. Hanner,
assisting nature in doing its work.
The proprietors have so much faith Lordsburg; John M. Sully, Santa Rita;
in its curative powers that they cffer J. L. Burnside, Silver City.
Talbot,
Eddy county Gayle
One Hundred Dollars for any case that
Fred Dearborn, Carlsbad; R. M.
It fails to cure. Send for list of tesThome, Carlsbad.
timonials
AUTO NUMBERS.
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., ToIt was the poet who said "And I
ledo. Ohio.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
lir.ped in numbers and the numbers
came." For some weeks the clerical
Take Hall's Family Pills for
force of Secretary of State Antonio
auto-mnhil- e

Save Your Orders

104 Galisteo

IS THE MOTTO OF

H. BLAIN,

EAS

Tots
cushion swronTs

48

Del-gad-

East
or
West

conpRtiStSUHttJt
v

i
'

UNCLE

OFFICIAL NEWS

Aoiv

Heater on the Market.

Air-Tig-

Holds Fire for 36 Hours
"OLD IRON SIDES"

If what you just ate Is souring on
your stomach or lies like a lump of
lead, refusing to digest, or you belch
eH and eructate sour, undigested
food, or have a feeling of dizziness,
heartburn, fullness, nausea, bad taste
in mouth and stomach, headache this
is indigestion.
A full case of Pape's
Diapepsin
costs only fifty cents and will thor-ougl-y
40.
No.
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone
stomach,
cure your
WITH
ALL CA8H PURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS and leave sufficient about the house
In case some one else in the family
may suffer from stomach trouble or
indigestion.
Ask your pharmacist to show you
the formula plainly printed on these
fifty-cen- t
cases, then you will understand why dyspeptic trouble of all
kinds must go, and why they usually
stomachs
relieve sour,
or indigestion in five minutes. Diapepsin is harmless and tastes like
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
candy, though each dose contains
power sufficient to digest and preALf aLFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, arden & field seeds in bulk and packages pare for assimilation into the blood
all the food you eat; besides, it makes
von eo to the table with a healthy ap
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
petite; but, what will please you
most, is that you will feel that your
stomach and intestines are clean and
Phone Black fresh, and you will not need to resort
Phone Black
45
to laxatives or liver pills for biliousness or constipation.
This city will have many Diapepsin cranks, as some people will call
them, but you will be cranky about
this splendid stomach preparation,
Dawson Coal
Iola
too, if you ever try a little for indiPORTLAND CEMENT Sawed Wood
El Toro
gestion or gastritis or any other stomach misery.
Get some now, this minute, and forever rid yourself of stomach trouble
and indigestion.

AND

Absolutely

oess After Taking 'Tape's

" Soltaire " Goods. Always the Leader

WHOLESALE

The Original and Only

THE LOGICAL STOVE FOR THE HOME.

Quality and large Variety of the

GROCERY

"YOU CAN'T BEAT THE COLES"

SOME STORMY

No indigestion, Gas or Sour

INTER
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Ar-tesi-

FoiTired
Tf vourfeet tire easily, ache
nr hum. we'll guarantee
Ml
find comfort in the
famous Dr. A. Reed Cushion
Khn. Forthe soft cushion in
sole fills up the hollows of your
distributes your weigni
foot
and makes walking a
evenly
Does away with
real delight.
corns and bunions, too, because
it releases the pressure and the friction. Many new styles to choose
come In and get your toot
from

BUY A COLES HEATER
AND

FOR HARD COAL

YOU'LL BE GLAD
FOR

Mica doors are extra large fitted in recessed grooves, perfect fit.
For those who enjoy the plowing buy

the "Kaaiant".

WOOD DAVIS
--

V,IP Phone

HAD WARE

COMPANY.

If Its Hardware We Have It.

14.

SOFT COAL

Coles original down draft. This is the
stove for the home, the office and all
publio places. It requires little or no
attention and is known to be the most
servioable and economical of all stores.

Phone

14.

comfort tomorrow.

Dr. A.

Modern Grocery Comp y.

Shoo
PFLUEGER

ARE STRONG FOR SWIFT. You will
be, too, if you do as we say. Those
SWIFT'S PREMIUM HAMS and BACON

WE

I

received fresh every week are just what you
need to make a hurry breakfast.
CAD I IINPH why sayWe have the ,arest ,ine of

Lucero has ueen "lisping in numbers"
and finally these numbers have arrived. They came in an immense box
all the way from St. Louis and when
opened they were found to be tin
"slabs" pa.nted white and bearing
green numbers from 1 to 1500. "They
are for the choo-choman," said A.
P. Hill. In other words, the proud
possessors of automobiles will display this green and white color
scheme on the back of the
vthicle. The number is simply an index, not only for the
bafety to find his machine
in a crowd but to let the police know
"who's who in New Mexico" when the
speeding or other ordinance is vio-

rUK LtllLIl

COLD LUNCH

MEATS in

the city, and

they are not old and musty.

THE KOSHER MEATS.

IN

TOMORROW

HAVE YOU TRIED THEM?

o

" The Store With a Conscience."
'PHONE 262.

's

lated.

GREEK MINERS IN A STRIKE.
Bingham, Utah, Oct. 11. Several
hundred Greek strikers had the first
serious encounter in the Bingham
miners' strike today. One Greek min-- e
rwas shot through the leg, another
was knocked down with a rifle butt.
Both were taken to the hospital. A
number were arrested.
The trouble
occurred when the strikers gathered
at a hillside sesttlement opposite the
Utah Copper company's pit where a
steam shovel was put in operation.

LIGHT
THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHODS, Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light ? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth

IN

PLUMBER RUNS AMUCK.
Akron, Ohio, Oct. 11. John V. McDonald, a plumber, today shot and killed his three year old son and then
fired bullets into the heads of his
wife and sister. Mrs. McDonald is believed to be fatally injured and the

sister is in a serious condition.
Donald was arrested.
X

for father, mother and children. Good light
that Is easy on the eyes is very much to be

Mc-

desired.

SUMMER FOOD OFTEN
X
CAUSES DYSPEPSIA. X

POW EE

X

$

Their Effect on the Digestive X
Organs Responsible for Many X
of the Reason's Ills.
X

X

X

X

Summer should be the season of
perfect health, but impure water and
milk, unripe fruit, nd the tendency
to indulge in acid foods and iced
drinks, produces a contrary condition
ia many people.
The effect of the average summer
diet is to constipate even normally
regular bowels, and this results in
disarranging the entire digestive system. When tbs bowels are choked
with the sto Bach's refuse, indigestion
is almost sure to fol'ow and the waste
matter that should pass out through
the bowels, not finding passage, ferments in the stomach and the poisons
are forced into the blood, causing
much distress and often serious illness.
To keep the bowels free there Is no
more effective remedy than Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin. This is a pleasant-tasting
bowel stimulant and laxative tonie that is very gentle in its
action
bringing relief in an easy,
natural manner, and without discomfort.
A srwif"! of Syrup Pepsin
will quickly check summed diarrhoea
by cleansing the bowels and removing
the foreign matter that irritates and
inflames the tissue. It is sold in drug
stores for fifty cents a bottle; a large
family size, considerably more than
twice the quantity, costs a dollar. If
you have never used Syrup Pepsin
and would like a free trial bottle,
postpaid, write to Dr. W. B. Caldwell,
406 Washington St., Monticello, Illi-

IS QUITE

NOTHING as to touch the button

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

Rooms With Bath

THE

Thoroughbred Cockerels
For sale at

$1.50 to $3.00
ONE YEAR OLD

S3.00 to $5.00
A.

rnuii at

Wheelon

...

$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

W

HOTEL

This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
rooms
day. Try one of these moderate priced
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath..

S. C. BUFF 0RPIN6T0US
A Number of

Charles

and

is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted
hurried breakfast, your vacuthe
for
ready
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day aad n'ght" Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.

nois.

ROOSTERS

SO

f
D.
11

U

I
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stricted by reference to or Inference
goods, wares and merchandise as
mission agents, and as general sell from the terms of any clause or paraing agents; particularly to act as graph in this Certificate of Incorpor"Cure lung Troubles" agents
or brokers for the selling upon ation, but that the objects, purposes
Most
is n flnttprlnf? dlsense
Consumption
commission or otherwise of all kinds and powers specified in the third
Hint is one of its chief dniwra. Those
who hiive it iiiv rnrely
ot
of
farm
products, including fruits
willing to
paragraph and in each of the clauses
the fart. If this
fmublp Is every character.
or paragraphs of this charter shall be
present it is no time for trlllliiK.
.If a
Desirable
"cold" has lonir
To produce, purchase, sell and gen regarded as independent objects, purHigh Art
if a
roiiuli is present that keeps persisted;
anxious,
in
deal
all
milk,
and
and
or any of the Kvintitmnu you
erally
vegetables
poses
powers.
nr. nu.....
the
CAN PROVE TO YOU
sneh us fever or nlKht sweats, weakness
kinds of farm and garden products;
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, we have
and loss of appetite, and
some
and
perhaps
of
we
raising of mucus do the sensilile thlnir: to manufacture, buy, sell and generally hereunto set our hands and seals this
offering
Special
lake Kcknian's .Alterative as Mr. Hot.
deal in butter, buttermilk, oleomar- 3rd day of October, A. D. 1912.
tersworth
did
real infor TEN DAYS MORE
garine and butterino. and all kinds of
NATHAN B. STERN.
Howling Green, '"v., It. No. 4
(SEAL.)
I wish to say for vo'ur
"Opntlfiiion:
Artistic
dairy products, also to sterilize, conEDWARD H. OAKLEY.
Easy Shoes
(SEAL.)
Alter.ithe
that
hellcve
to
lie
a
more
it
mediwill pay you
cine of nnenualed value for all Bronchial
dense, preserve and certify milk.
CHARLES PATEK.
(SEAL.)
The
J nd I.uug Troul.le.
of 1IHIS,
To produce, manufacture, buy, sell, STATE OF NEW MEXICO, )
I
had a severe eoiipli for Spring
six
I
tried nil the medicine that mvmonths.
import, export, and Renerally deal in
for
IT STANDS TO REASON
doctors
Shoe
)ss
recuimnpiitletP to me, hut no results came
food and cereal products of all classes
)
for the hetter.
County of Santa Fe.
I had nijiht sweats, and
would coiikIi and spit until I got so
and description. Also to can, export,
On this 3rd day of October, 1912,
weak I could
do anything,
nut, import, and sell meats, fish, vege
I
at last. James hard'y
Your
for
me
I
before
when you can
leering, of Glasgow Juncappeared Nathan
Making
tion, insisted that I try jour medicine.
tables, and fruits of all kinds and de- B. Stern, personally
and
H.
Edward
one
Oakley
In
week's
time
there was quite an scriptions.
$25
ordinarily costs
Improvement In my condition, and
be the
to
me
to
Charles
known
nfler
Patek,
I hud taken several
To buy, sell, import, export and genI felt as well
on the face of
as ever in my life. bottles,
Selection
persons described in and who exe-- j
$40,
Seen Here
"I desire the world to know that I erally deal in fruits and fruit products. cuted the foregoing instrument and
be
firmly helleve that your ij'hnnn'a Alton.
To buy, sell, lease, or otherwise ac
"11
I
.
that they, and each of
ntlve will cure any onse of lima trnulilelf
or otherwise acknowledged
taken before the lasf stage. I wl'l gladly quire, mortgage, sell,
same as their free
would appeal to you.
executed
the
them,
write personally to any party wanting Into
estate
of
real
dispose
any amount act and deed.
formation In regard to vour wonderful not
limited by law. To engage in the
medicine."
(Sworn Affidavit!
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have
A. C. PKTTKKSWOHTII.
cultivation, planting, and production
Eckinan's Alterative is effective In Bronset my hand and affixed my
hereunto
and
fruits
To
of
agricultural products.
chitis, Asthma, Hay Fever: Throat and
Lung Tronhles. and in upbuilding the prepare and manufacture fruit and official seal the day and year first
YOU
ARE QETTINU CLOTHES
system. Hoes not contain poisons, opiates
above written.
or
drugs. Ask for booKlet vegetable products of kindred goods
NORA E. SUMMERS,
(SEAL.)
telling of recoveries, and write to Kckman
ot every class and description.
Laboratory, l'hlladelnlila. I'n.. for lllnl'e evl.
made from the best material, fully
Notary Public.
donee. For sale by U leading druggists
To raise, produce, buy, sell, exWill Prove Their Excellence I We've School
March 14,
commission
My
expires
in
deal
and
guaranteed, the latest styles, and
trees, plants,
change
jy Zook's Parmacy. Santa F.
shrubs and seeds o every character, 1916.
tailors.
made up by first-cla- ss
Shoes for Boys and Girls
Were Built for
Endorsed No. 7329. Cor. Rec'd Vol.
to do a general nursery business.
and
e
Placed against the ready-mad.
C
ISO,
of
Certificate
Incorpora-Page
To engage in tlie business of raisLooking or
Wearing
tion of Santa Fe Products Company.
clothes, why there's no comparison
ing, selling and preparing for market
office
in
of
State
Filed
Corporation
in wearing qualities, style and fit.
all poultry and eggs. To purchase,
School Shoes You've Never Seen !
4 p. m.
Oct. 3,
lease, or otherwise acquire land, build- Commission, EDWIN1912;
Give me a chance to show you a list
F.
COARD,
ings, and necessary equipment for the
of the orders I have taken in five
Clerk,
Agents for the Al. O. Barnes big carrying on of the aforesaid business.
three ring wild animal circus have To buy, and sell chicken food and inCompared E. D. C. to J. J. O.
days. You are entitled to the best
OF GUN METAL, CALF,
STATE OF NEW MEXICO, )
been in Santa Fe several days com- cubators. To buy, sell,
there is in clothes, and there is only
import, export,
for the coming and generally deal in poultry and poul
)ss
arrangements
pleting
BOX CALF, VELOUR CALF,
one place in Santa Pe to get them.
)
of that big show which will give two
County of Santa Fe.
products of every kind, class, and
try
;
Octo
instru-on
I hereby certify that this
performances here
Tuesday,
description. To hatch, breed, and
PAT. COLT AND THE NEW FALL TANS,
ber 15. Daring the stay of the show raise, either by natural means or incu- ment was filed for record on the 9th
lere the 350 animals and a similar bators, poultry of every kind, class, day of October A. D., 1912, at 10
MEDIUM OR HIGH CUT.
number of employes will consume and description. To buy,- and sell o'clock a. m., and was duly recorded
enough food products to exhaust half chickens, ducks, geese, and guinea-fowls- . in Book 1 of the records of Corp'n
a dozen commissaries,
To print, publish, and distri- page C20, on this 9th day of October,
EVERY SHOE FITTED TO THE FOOT
lr order that there will be no de- bute
magazines and literature of every A. D., 1912.
Witness my hand and seal or office.
lay in securing these necessities for class and description.
East Side of Plaza,
man and beast the contracting is genSanta Fe, New Mexico.
M. A. ORTIZ,
IN FURTHERANCE .AND NOT IN
I
Santa Fe Co., N. M.
erally done a fortnight preceding the LIMITATION ot the
Clerk,
County
general powers
arrival of the big show. For one day
I. ALAUID, Deputy.
vmrnammmmmmtamm
V.
it requires three tons of fresh meat, conferred by the laws of the State of State of New Mexico,
five tons of hay. six hundred pounds of New Mexico, and the objects and pur
Office of the
State Corporation
$1.25, $1.50, $2.00
fresh vegetables, sixty gallons of milk, poses herein set forth, it is expressly
Commission.
this
shall
that
provided
corporation
350 pounds of fresh salt water fish,
$2.50 and $3.00
U is hereby certified that the an25 pounds of coffee, 400 loaves of also have the following powers, viz:
is a full, true and complete
nexed
mortdeal
To
in,
take, own, hold,
DISTRIBUTOR OF
bread in addition to thousands of
$1.00, $1.50, $2.00
gage or otherwise lieu, and to lease, transcript of the Certificate of Stockpounds of corn and oats.
of Santa Fe
transfer, or in any man- holders'
sell,
exchange,
$2.50 and $3.00
Only the very best and freshest of ner whatever dispose of real property, Products Company, (No. 7330), with
meat can be given to animals. The within or without
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
as
same
endorsements
the
TO
thereon,
New
the State of
SIZE.
ACCOkDJNQ
least taint or disease would cause
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
appears on file and of record in the
Mexico, wherever situated.
trouble in some form or other, and
To guarantee, purchase, hold, sell, office of the State Corporation Comwater.
Agent for Aztec Spring Mineral Water.
in many cases serious sickness and
pledge or mission.
assign,
Mex.
New
TELEPHONE 35 J
Santa Fe,
death would follow,. The best food for otherwisetransfer, mortgage,
In testimony whereof, the chairof, the shares of the
dispose
lions or tigers is fresh beef or mutstock of, or any bonds, securi- man and clerk of said commission
capital
ton, and occasionally sheep's head. ties of evidences of indebtedness is- have hereunto set their hands and
About twelve or fifteen pounds of beef sued or created
by any other corpor- affixed the seal of said commission,
or mutton are given to each of the ation or
of this State or at the city of Santa Fe, on this 3d
corporations
lions with the Al. O. Barnes circus
otner state, country, nation or day of October, A. D., 1912.
twice a day. Pork is never given un- any
HUGH H. WILLIAMS,
government, and while owner of said
der any consideration, or much fat.
stock may exercise all the rights, pow- Attest:
Chairman.
Fine Imported and Domestic Wines, Liquors
On Sunday no food, but plenty of
ers and privileges of ownership, inEDWIN F. COARD, Clerk.
to
is
carnivora.
the
This
water,
given
the right to vote thereon, to (Seal)
fast day once a week is absolutely cluding
same extent as natural persons Certificate of Stockholders
the
necessary; it helps their digestion, might or could do.
of Santa Fe Products
prevents them from growing too fat
enter
make
and
To
perform
Company.
into,
is
and lazy, and
beneficial to their
This is to certify, that the underhealth in many ways. When a Hon contracts of every kind with any per
or tiger needs an aperient, a piece of son, firm, association or corporation, signed, being all the original incormunicipality, body politic, county, ter porators who have filed the Certificate
liver is given.
state, government or colony or of Incorporation of the above named
ritory,
Wild animals sometimes become
dependency thereof; and without limit corporation, thereby associating themto
a
sick, they being susceptible,
large as to the amount to draw, make, ac
extent, from the same complaints as cept, endorse, discount, execute and selves together under the provisions
of Section 23, Chapter 79, enacted by
human beings, they can be treated in issue
promissory notes, drafts, bills the 39th Legislative Assembly of New
much the same way. In ordinary of
exchange, warrants, bonds, de- Mexico, approved March 15, 1905, for
cases the animals are given a com- bentures
and other negotiable or
on behalf of themselves, all other
plete fast with plenty of water. When transferable instruments and evidence and
stockholders who may become assothis fails to have the proper effect of
whether secured as ciated with them and said corporation
HEADQUARTERS FOR
9, 10, II, 12, 1912.
then medicine is given after it has wellindebtedness,
as to secure the same by mort do hereby declare that there shall be
been mixed in water or milk. It is
be
so
as
or
far
otherwise,
may
gage
no
liability on account
HIGH-GRADonly in extreme cases that it is a good permitted by the laws of the State of or stockholders'
E
any Btock issued by the said corpor
thing to give medicine. The best way New Mexico.
ation, and that all stockholders of
Monday,
is to let nature have her way.
Opening Day
To have offices, conduct its business said corporation shall be exempt from
and promote its objects within and all liabilities on account of any stock
Tuesday,
CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION without the State of New Mexico, in issued or held
by them, except such
OF SANTA FE PRODUCTS COM- other
District
of
the
Columbia,
States,
liability for the amount of the capital
PANY.
Wednesday, "Good Roads
the territories and colonies of the stock certified to have been paid, in
AND
State of New Mexico.
United States, and in foreign coun- property or cash, at the time of the
Office of the State Corporation ComAlbuquerque Day
tries, without restriction as to place commencement of business.
mission.
or amount.
office of the corporThe
registered
It Is Hereby Certified, that the anFiremen's Day
Friday,
To purchase, hold, cancel and
ation is located at Rooms
Laughnexed is a full, true and complete
the shares of its capital stock.
lin Bldg., Santa Fe, New Mexico, and
Columbus Day
transcript of the Certificate of IncorTo do any or all of the things here- Mr. Edward H. Oakley is designated
poration of Santa Pe Products Com- in set forth to the same extent as as the statutory agent therein, and in
HAVE
YOUR
WATCH
CLEANED
Are
Time Pieces
pany, (No. 7329) ; with the endorse natural persons might or could do,
and upon whom
Horse Racing Airship Flights, Base Ball, Carnival
OCCASIONALLY.
ments thereon, as same appears on and in any part of the world, as prin- charge thereof, the
Shows,
Reliable!
process
against
corporation may
file and of record in the office of the cipals, agents, contractors, trustees or
EVERY DAY
be served.
State Corporation Commission.
otherwise, and either alone or in comIN WITNESS WHEREOF, we, the
In Testimony Whereof, the Chair- pany with others.
said incorporators, have hereunto set
D. K. B. SELLERS,
FRANK A. STORTZ
In General to carry on any other cur hands and seals on this 3rd day of
preciation of his audience. His make- man and Clerk of said Commission
connection therewith, October, A. D. 1912.
up, extravagant though it was, touched have hereunto set their hands and af- business in
President.
Secretary.
NATHAN B. STERN.
the ticklebone side of the house and fixed the se of said Commission, at whether manufacturing or otherwise,
(SEAL.)
the City of Santa Fe, on this 3rd day not contrary to the laws of the State
OAKLEY.
B.
EDWARD
(SEAL.)
and
at
actions
the
laughed
everybody
of October, A. D. 1912.
of New Mexico, and with all the pow
CHARLES PATEK.
(SEAL.)
remarks of the comedians. ' The (Seal.)
HUGH H. WILLIAMS,
ers
conferred upon corporations
by STATE OF NEW MEXICO, )
The Musical Comedy company had Dutchman lost none of the popularity
Chairman.
the laws of the State of New Mexico.
)ss
another full house last night, and an- which he won the evening before, and
Attest: EDWIN iF. COARD, Clerk.
FOURTH: The corporation is au)
County of Santa Fe.
was
the
a
bell
hop
capital
other two hours of laughter greeted
Certificate of Incorporation of Santa thorized to issue capital stock to the
On this 3rd day of October, 1912, beFe Products Company.
them. The skit was full of humor;
extent of One Hundred Thousand Do- fore me personally appeared Nathan
some
"broilers"
The
had
very pretty
We, the undersigned, in order to llars ($100,000),
the dancing was graceful and pretty;
divided into Ten B. Stern, Edward H. Oakley and
the Dutchman and his pal were a ccstumes last evening and their dances form a corporation for the purpose Thousand (10,000) shares, of Ten Do- Charles Patek to me personally known
source of continuous amusement and were gracefully and lightly done. The hereinafter stated, under and pursuant llars ($10.00) each.
to be the persons described in and
were funny every minute, while all the ladies, the wife and the heiress, lack to the provisions of an Act of the LegFIFTH:
The names and post of- who executed the foregoing instruin
ed
no
in
to
share
their
way
adding
other members of the company did
islative Assembly of the Territory of fice addresses of the incorporators, ment and acknowledged to me that
their share in making the evening en- the evening's pleasure and the audi- New .Mexico, entitled:
"An Act to and the number of shares of capital
they executed the same as their free
ence filed out at the close of the enterthe Formation and Govern- stock subscribed for by each, the ag- act and deed.
joyable.
Regulate
tainment with broad smiles on their ment of
The part of the
Corporations for Mining, gregate of which shall be the amount
and faces, nobody finding fault, but all sayIN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have
would-blawyer, seemed to be the ing It was good fun. The company Manufacturing, Industrial and Other with which the corporation will com hereunto set my hand find affixed my
Pursuits," approved March 15, 1905, mence business are as follows:
great success of the evening and the certainly lost no prestige
notarial seal the day arid year in this
by the visit do hereby certify as follows:
recalls the artist had in one of his
Name. Residence.
Shares. Value. certificate first above written.
have made to Santa Fe, and left
they
FIRST: The name of the corpora- Nathan B. Stern, New
songs was certainly proof of the ap a pleasing impression here.
NORA E. SUMMERS,
(SEAL.)
tion is: Santa Fe Products Company.
York City, New York 200
$2,000
Notary Public.
SECOND:
The registered office of Edward
H.
Oakley,
My commission expires March 14,
the corporation. Is located in Rooms
(Scenic Line of
Santa Fe, New Mex191C.
World)
10
:
100
Laughlin Building, in, the city
ico
Endorsed No. 7330. Cor. Rec'd Vol.
Mr.
New
Edward
Santa
1 Do not up the springs of life by
of
Fe,
Mexico;
Charles Patek, Santa
6 Page 186, Certificate of Stockholdneglect of the human mechanism,
allowing H.
VERY LOW ONE-WA- Y
FARES FROM DENthe accumulation of poisons in the system. An imitation of Nature's bymethod
1
10 ers'
Oakley is designated as the statu
ot
Fe, New Mexico ....
of Santa Fe Prod
of
waste
tissue
and impoverishment of the blood and nervous strength is tory agent therein, in charge thereof,
restoring
&
time for which this ucts Company.
The
SIXTH:
VER
RIO
GRANDE STATIONS TO
to take an alterative glyceric extract (without alcohol) of Golden Seal and Oregon and
upon whom process against the corporation shall exist shall be fifty Filed in the office of State Corporarape root, Bloodroot, Stone and Mandrake root with Cherrybark. Over 40 years
be
served.
(50) years.
tion Commission Oct. 3, 1912; 4 p. m.
fiave Jhe, publi? ,hi re"edy, which he called Dr. Pierce's Golden corporation may
rV?rce
THIRD: The objects for which the
SEVENTH: The names of the
Medical
He found it would help the blood in taking up the proper eleEDWIN F. COARD,
Discovery.
Columbia, California, Idaho, Montana,
ments from food, help the liver into activity, thereby throwing out the
members of the Board of Directors for
Clerk.
from corporation is established are:
poisons
the blood and vitalizing the whole system as well as allaying and
To
folsell,
export, the first three months shall be as
Nevada, Oregon and Washington Points
breed, raise, buy,
soothing a cough.
Compared E. D. C. to J. J. O.
" "
u",c wMisiipaiea, or exhausted, and having what we import, and deal in cattle, sheep, lows:
STATE OF NEW MEXICO, )
is attended with
blood horses, and livestock of all classes
Nathan B. Stern, Edward H. Oakley
)ss
and exhaustion of nerve force. The " impoverished
Discovery" is an all-- ' and descriptions. To build, construct, and Charles Patek.
On
)
round tonio which restores tone to the
County of Santa Fe.
10th
blood, nerves and
or
otherwise
own,
Directors
have
The
acquire,
EIGHTH:
shall
heart by imitating Nature's methods of
lease,
instrubuy,
this
I
that
hereby
certify
waste
restoring
.
To power to. authorize and cause to be ment was filed for record on the 9th
of tissue, and feeding the nerves, heart and lungs on rich and maintain slaughter-housesred blood.
carry on the business of butchers and executed mortgages and liens upon day of October, A. D. 1912, at 10
"I suffered from pain under my right shoulder blade also a
packers; also to manufacture, buy, the property and franchises of this o'clock a. m., and was duly recorded
severe court," wr, tea Mrs. W.Dobw.
of New Brookland. S. C. to D? sell, and generally deal in all articles
K. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y "Had four different
corporation, subject to the provisions In Book 1 of the records of Corp'n
doctors
none did
tne any good. Soma said I had consumption, others said Iand
of the
would have made from the carcasses of animals.
page 629, on this 9th day of October,
waa
bedridden, unable to sit up for six months
.KV"" "j?? V i
To purchase, lease, or otherwise ac
is the intention that the objects, A. D. 1912.
It
kelen- You advised me to take Dr.
M'!;jWt,
- Piere8'
Pleasant Pellets
quire farms and lands suitable for purposes and powers specified in the
Witness my hand and seal of office.
wST f had ,eJlBd'ClJ5lOVr?u ai,DrCall on or write your local agent or W. D. Shea, T. P.
'Discovery ' I Could sit up for an stock
pf
A.
hour at
I
raising and agricultural
third paragraph hereof shall, except
and
when
M. A. ORTIZ,
had
time,
taken
three
bottles
I
could
do my
cooking- - and tend to toe children. I took fourteen bottles
Santa Fe, for Information as to rates, routes, etc.
was
where otherwise specified in said
Mas. Dobm
County Clerk, Santa Fe Co, N. M.
tlua in good health. My weight la now 167 pounds.
To engage in the business of Belling paragraph be nowise limited or re
V. I. ALAR ID, Deputy.
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THESE TWO SPEED ARTISTS WERE MATCHED AGAIN TODAV.

Second half:
Tesreau singled to
left. Devore got an infield hit, the
ball hit Wood and bounced into foul
Tesreau went to second.
territory.
Uovlfi
nn r hieh flv to Yerkes
Devore was forced at second when
Yerkes took Snodgrass' grounder and
threw to Wagner. Tesreau went to
third on the play. Snodgrass was out
on Murray's smash, ;to Yerkes, .who
threw to Wagner.
No runs, two hits, no errors.
SEVENTH INNING.
First half: Wagner b'.ruck out. Cady
struck out. Of the last live men to
face Tesreau, four struck out. Wood
flied to Murray. ,,
No runs, no hits, no errors.
Second half: Merkle struck out.
Herzog singled past Wagner. Meyers
flied to Speaker. Herzog scored on
Fletcher's double to right. McCor-mic- k
went to the bat for Tesreau.
Fletcher was at the plate when Yerkes
took McCormick's grounder and threw
to Cady who touched the New York
shortstop as he slid toward the plate.
One run, three hits, no errors.
EIGHTH INNING.
First half: The smash of McCormick's counts as a hit in as much
as he advanced Fletcher to third base.
Fletcher was out on trying to steal
home. Ames went into the box for
New York. - Hooper sent a high fly
to Fletcher.
threw out
Fletcher
Y'erkes at first. Speaker got a double
to left. Lewis went out, Fletcher to

vital

r

VJ

tm Pvv

-

MW

sf-n-
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JOE WOOD.

JEFF TESREAU.

I
RED SOX WIN 3 TO
NEW YORK.

EXCITING GAME PULLED OFF IN

Merkle.
No runs, one hit, no errors.
Second half:
Devore out, Wagner
right after having two strikes called
on him. Merkle stole second. Cady's to Stahl.. Wagner made another wonthrow was wide and high. Herzog derful stop and throw. Doyle flied to
went out, Yerkes to Stahl. Merkle Hooper.
Wagner made an error on
took third on the play. Meyers filed Snodgrass' smash and the runner was
to Lewis who judged the ball badly safe at first. Murray singled to left,
and only caught it by leaping into the Snodgrass taking second. It was the

H. E batting practice followed.
hit and run play. Merkle fanned.
air.
An hour and a half before the game
8 1
No runs, one hit, one error.
No runs, one hit, no errors.
dull
with
1
grey
found the sky screened
9
NINTH INNING.
INNING.
THIRD
of
The clouds and there was a suspicion
Gardner singled to
First half:
crowd
New
York
The
half:
First
mist in the air. The infield was in
New
center.
the
Stahl
defeated
sacrificed, Ames to
as
he
Americans
hand
Wood
a great
Boston
gave Joe
1 fairly good condition for playing, but
to Merkle. Gardner took second. Ames
Wood
to
York Nationals by a score of 3 to
the
went
singled
plate.
and
of the the outer gardens were soaked
Wagner walked to
today in the fourth game
right. Hooper walked to first on four was unsteady and
world's series before a crowd number- were very slippery.
wide balls. Wood was forced at third first. Wagner was forced at second
The batting order:
when Tesreau took Yerkes' grounder when Fletcher took Cady's bounder
ing about 40,000 persons. Joe Wood,
Boston: Hooper, If.; Yerkes, 2b; and threw to
went
Boston's star pitcher, was invincible
Herzog. Doyle threw and tossed it to Doyle. Gardner
when hits meant runs and the New Speaker, cf.; Lewis, rf.; Gardner, 3b.; out Speaker at first, Hooper advanc- to third on the play. Gardner scored
York batters could do nothing with Stahl, lb.; Wagner, ss.; Cady, c; ing to third and Yerkes to second. on Wood's single to right, 'Cady taking
Wood, p.
him.
Lewis was thrown out at first, Fletch- third. Hooper flied to Snodgrass.
Wood did not give a base on balls.
New York: Devore, If.; Doyle, 2b.; er to Merkle.
One run, two hits, no errors.
Second half: Herzog flied to SpeakWagner played a strong game at short Snodgrass, cf.; Murray, rf.; Merkle,
no
errors.
two
No
hits,
runs,
for Boston, taking several hit balls lb.; Herzog, 3b.; Meyers, c; Fletcher. Meyers fouled out to Cady. Fletchwent
Second
Fletcher
out,
half:
field
that were heading for center
er, ss.; Tesreau, p.
Wood to Stahl. Tesreau struck out on er popped to Stahl.
while on the dead run and pinching
No runs, no hits, no errors.
The total sum allotted to the play- three pitched balls. Devore out, Gardthe Hatters at first by fast throws.
ers is already more than ?106,000 for ner to Stahl.
not
will
Official attendance figures
AT CHICAGO.
the three games played, as against
No runs, no hits, no errors.
be ready for some time.
$127,000 odd for the entire share last
First
Cubs, 0; Sox, 1.
INNING.
FOURTH
inning:
The national commissioner's figures year. The players' share for the first
TesSecond inning: Cubs, 0; Sox, 0.
as
walked
Gardner
Half:
to'First
at
and
attendance
.receipts
for
game here was $40,5C8.
reau was unsteady and could not loThird inning: Cubs, 0; Sox, 0.
day's game were:
were
announced
cate
Fourth inning: Cubs, 0; Sox, 0.
the plate. Gardner was forced at
and
Tesreau
reMeyers
Paid attendance, 36,502; Total
as batteries for New York; Wood second when Tesreau took Stahl's
Fifth inning: Cubs, 1; Sox, 0.
ceipts, $76,644; national commission's and
and tossed it to Fletcher.
for Boston.
Sixth inning: Cutis, 0. Sox, 0.
Cady
grounder
share,
$7,644.50;
Players'
share,
the
went
behind
stold
Stahl
throw
Seventh inning: Cubs, 0; Sox, 0.
Becond,
Meyers'
Umpire
Rigley
club's
$13,795.92.
.Each
share,
At Philadelphia (City Ser.) R.H. E.
plate, Umpire Evans went to left field, being wide. Wagner was out on a
THE OFFICIAL SCORE:
Urn- - grounder to Merkle, unassisted. Stahl American
U. .. .. ..5 8 0
AB R BH PO A E Umpire Kleni to right field, and
Boston
0
1
1
0
0
4
Hooper, rf.
3 0 1 2 5 0
Yerkes, 2b
4 0 1 2 0 U
Snpakpr. cf.
4 0 0 1 0 0
Lewis, If
3 2 2 0 2 0
Gardner, 3b
3 1 0 9 0 0
Stahl. lb
3 0 0 2 3 1
"Wagner, ss
4 0 1 1 0 0
Cndv. c
4 0 2 0 2 0
Wood, p
R.
SCORE:
3
BOSTON
1
NEW YORK
Polo Grounds, N. Y., Oct. 11.

Totals
New York
Devore, If
Doyle, 2b
Snodgrass, cf
Murray, rf
Merkle, lb
Herzog, 3b
Meyers, c
Fletcher, ss
Tesreau, p
McOormick,
Ames, p

McCormick

3

4

0

....4

0
0
0

4

..4

x

Totals
X

32

AB R

4
4
4
4
2
1
0

0

33

1
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LOVE

THREE ACT COMEDY

THE LOVE PIRATE'
OPENS MONDAY
CLARENCE

PRESENTS

AUSKINGS

GOOD STOCK COMPANY,
ING JOH.i E. FRANK

AND

FEATURNELLIE

WATTERS.

In the "Love Pirate," opening at
the Elks' theater Monday under the
management of Clarence Auskjngs,
Santa Feans have an excellent opportunity to see and appreciate the
best of stock productions at moderate
prices. The John E. Frank players
and their opening vehicle, the "Love
Pirate," have received only the most
complimentary of press notices in
every town played. A sidesplitting
comedy fro n start to finish, and intensely imsresting, the piece sends
every one home happy. It is just the
scrt to make sad people glad and glad
people move glad.
Both tliB Frank Players and the
"Love Pirate" have an enviable reputation in the stage world and In securing this good stock company the Elka
nianagemtnt is taking a long step forward in the matter of firmly establishing stock productions in this city.
The priefs are to be 25, 35 and .50
cents, and the Frank company are
just the company to prove that good
stock productions can be profitably
staged in this city at such low prices.
You cannot get up to Jate printing
unless you have
materlaj
and faculties. The New Mexican
Printing Company has both, and at
the same time expert mechanics. Your
orders are always assured personal at
tendon- -

,

8 27 12
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ffT
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PIRATE, ELKS' THEATRE MONDAY, OCTOBER

14.

and continued, with little interruption, amount was 4.20 at Newman, southern
to its close; many central and south- Otero county, and the least none at
ern stations, however, did not ex- several western stations. The greatperience the change to markedly cool est amount in any 24 hours was 2.20
inches at Newman on the 12th. 0.01
weather until the 20th or 21st.
The deficiency in precipitation was inch or more precipitation occurred
marked, but not so great as has occur- on an average of 3 days. The disred in several prior years. Much less trict averages were as follows: No.
rainfall occurred in September, 1895. 7, 1.44 inches; No. 8, 1.12 inches; No.
1898, 1908 and 1910. Along the lower 9, 0.46 inch.
end of the Manzano mountains, over
the headwaters of the Gila and Mim-bre- s
Society Stationery The New Mex
rivers in the Black range, and oan Printing Company have on hand
from extreme 'southeast Dona Ana and can make up promptly the lateM
and central Lincoln and Otero coun- forms in society stationery. The ne
ties eastward, a small excess in pre- size correspondence cards, etc. Oremcipitation occurred, elsewhere the de- ders taken for engraved and
to
make
lines
work.
Several
bossed
howwas
greatest,
general,
ficiency
ur selection from.
ever, over the western and the northwestern counties.
It will not pay you to waste your
Only one gen rai shower period
time
writing out your legal form
to
the
but
the
9th
from
12th,
occurred,
scattered showers occurred on several when you can get them already printother days, notabiy from the 1st to ed at the New Mexican Printing
But Company.
5th, 13th to IGth and 20th-30tfor the state there was an average cf
A want Ad. in the New Mexican
only 3 oays with precipitation.
The sunshine of tlu month was sees more people In one day than you
can see In a month. Try one.
large, Respite the cold; there were
','
20 clear days, 7 partly cloudy and
cloudy c.uys. At SanU Fe there w9 WILLIAM FARAH EMIL MIGNARDOT
88 per cent of the total possible sunshine, and at Roswell 69 per cent.
Somewhat more than usual wind occurred, causing a number of dust
storms, owing to the general dryness.
The prevailing direction was from the
southwest. The humidity was generally low, except over the lower Pecos An Ice Cold Bottle or Glass of
valley; Roswell had an average of 70i
Lemp's Beer will kill your
per cent for the month, while Santa Fe
thirst!
had but 42 per cent.
A til ass of California Wine will
TEMPERATURE.
put blood in your veins 1
..........
.....
1.
n
n.1
tui mc. A Drink of Old Taylor Whiskey
lilt; mean leiuiieiaiuic
month, as determined from the records
will make you forget your
of 87 stations having a mean altitude
I
troubles
of about 5000 feet, was 60.6 degrees, or
Phone Orders Attended To Promptly
3.8 degree below the .normal, and 6.t
degrees below September, 1911. The
IMPORTED
highest monthly mean was 70.6 degrees at the Rio Grande dam, and the
andDpMESTIC
lowest 46.1 degrees at Elizabethtown.
Phone 239 W
255 San Francisco St.
The highest recorded temperature
was 99 degrees at San Marcial on the
Sth, and the lowest 8 degrees at Elizabethtown on the 23d. The greatest
local monthly range of temperature
4 Horse Power
was SO degrees at Bluewater and the
$165.00
PRICE,
least at 36 degrees at Cloudcroft,
With Imported Magneto.
while the greatest local daily range of
a doubt with trouble
r A Motorcycle without
temperature was 64 degrees at
left at the factory.
on the 19th. The district aver
ages were as follows. No. 7, (Canadian and northeast) 59.8 degrees; No.
S (Pecos and Rio
Grande) 61.0 degrees; No. 9, (western) 59.9 degrees.
PRECIPITATION.
The average for the state, as determined from the records of 15lS stations, was 1.10 inches, or 0.72 inch be- LUIPSCCJfr
ANDBELIABLK.
low the normal and 0.G8 below SepSanta Fe
PASH
BROS.,
Agts.,
tember, 1911. The greatest monthly

THE

Capital Bar

fJfiAD

Pope Motor Cycle

Blue-wate-

1

0
0

Even if the Frost Did Come We Still Have

0
0
0
9 27 12

FLOWERS

1

batted for Tesreau

TriE CLARENDuN GARDEN

Jn seventh.
Score by innings:

Boston 010 100 001.
New York 000 000 1001.
Summary:
Two base hits: Fletcher, Speaker.
Three base hits: Gardner.
.Hits: Off Tesreau, 2 runs and five
hits in 24 times at bat in seven innings. Off Ames, one run, 3 hits in
8 times at bat, in two innings.
First run of the series. Devore
Sacrifice hits: Y'erkes, Stahl.
score too. Doyle did.
Stolen bases: Merkle, Stahl.
Double plays: Fletcher to Merkle.
pire O'Loughlin took care of decisions
Left on bases: Boston, 7; New York on
bases.
7.
FIRST INNING.
Base on balls: Off Tesreau, 2; off
First half: The first ball pitched
Ames, 1.
which gave the crowd a
First base on errors: New Y'ork, 1. was a strike
to
chance
cheer.
Hooper singled over
Struck out: By Tesreau, 5; Wood,
second after having three balls and
8.
two strikes called on him. Yerkes
Wild pitch: Tesreau.
bunted. the ball and Meyers picked it
Time: 2:08.
"Umpires: At plate, Rlgler; on bases, up threw wildly over second, trying
O'Loughlin; left field, Evans; right to catch Hooper. Hooper was held at
.second. With Hooper on second and
field, Klem.
Sodden clouds that made a constant Y'erkes on first the Boston crowd
tlireat of rain failed to dampen the turned loose a loud cheer. Yerkes was
ardor of thousands of New York base- forced at second when Fletcher took
ball enthusiasts who flocked out to grounder and threw to Doyle who
the polo grounds today to see the completed a double play by throwing
Hooper took
fourth game of the world's series be- Speaker out at first.
tween the New York Nationals ana the third on the play. Fletcher threw out
Lewis at first.
Boston Americans.
No runs, one hit, no errors.
The national commission did not deSecond half: Wood curved the first
cide to play the game until a few
minutes before noon, when Umpire ball over for a strike on Devore. DeO'Loughlin reported that while the vore fanned.' Doyle singled to left.
playing field was very soggy, a game Doyle was forced at second when
could be played if no more rain fell. Gardner took Snodgrass' grounder
Ten thousand fans waited for hours and threw to Yerkes. Snodgrass was
In a long line that reached for many caught napping at first, Wood to
blocks from the Brush stadium until Stahl.
No runs, one hit, no errors.
the gates were opened.
SECOND INNING.
A heavy rain fell during the night
The commission decided that the First half: Gardner drove a long
game had better be played today as hit to center for three bases. On a
wild pitch Gardner scored. Stahl sent
indications were for rain tomorrow.
There was a wild yell of joy from up a high fly which Doyle caught.
the crowd when the gates were open- Three New York pitchers are now
ed and the lower grand stand and warming up in the back field. Wagner
backfield bleachers began to fill rap- flied to Snodgrass. Cady struck out.
One run, one hit, no errors.
idly.
Second half: Murray struck out.
The home club was the first on the
field and as the players appeared they Three balls served. He did not offer
were given hearty cheers. The usual at any of them. Merkle singled to

Phone Black 12.

shown by the arrow has just crossed the plate.
took third on the play. Stahl scored
on Cady's hit which Fletcher could
not intercept. Wood flied out to Murray.
One run, one hit, no errors.
Second Half: Doyle out Yerkes to
Stahl. Yerkes made a pretty play on
Snodgrass
Doyles slow bounder.
struck out. Wood's curves were bewildering and his speed terrific. Murray struck out for the second time
and the New York crowd got up and
cheered Wood.
No runs, no hits, no errors.
FIFTH INNING.
First Half: Hooper flied to Murray
who took the ball off the concrete
wall with his gloved hand. The crowd
was wild over the catch. Yerkes shot
a hot single to left. Yerkes was
forced at second when Herzog took
Speaker's grounder and threw to
Doyle. Speaker was out stealing,
Meyers to Doyle.
No runs, one hit, no errors.
Second Half: Merkle was out Wagner to Stahl. Wagner took the batter's grounder just over second plate
and made a lightning throw to first
Herzog singled to right, Stahl being
only able to knock down the ball.
Meyers struck out on three pitched
balls. Fletcher was out, when Wagner
took his hit over second and threw
him out at first, by an eyelash.
No runs, no hits, no errors.
SIXTH INNING.
First half: Lewis struck out. Gardner sent a high foul to Herzog. Stahl
fanned. This was the first inning that
the Boston's didn't make a hit off
Tesreau.
No runs, no hits, no errors.

R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.

At the right Pitcher Joe Wood is guessing whether Doyle will

6 7 1
National
SUMMARY OF
Batteries: Brown and Thomas; Rix-ey- ,
WEATHER IN
Chalmers and Walsh.
Lord and Weaver collided while trySEPTEMBER
ing to get Miller's single and both
were knocked unconscious. Weaver
The month of September, 1912, averhad to be carried off the field. Lord
walked with the assistance of players. aged much below the normal, both in
it
temperature and In precipitation,
was the coldest September within the
THROUGH BROTHERLY
LOVE JACK JOHNSON
records of New Mexico: no previous
HAS BROTHER FINED. month having an average temperature
of less than 62.3 degrees (1902), while
Chicago, III., Oct. 11. Jack Johnson, the month lust closed averaged eu.b
was general,
champion heavyweight pu&ilibt, had degrees. The deficiency
north and
in
the
greatest
although
his brother, Charley, arrested here
the northeast counties, where many
yesterday, charging him with grand stations showed a deficiency for the
larceny, forgery, obtaining money month averaging more than 6 degrees
under false pretenses, and a few other a day. The lower Rio Grande valley
offenses and claimed that the prosecu- and the mountains districts had the
tion was evidence of "brotherly love." least deficiency, averaging, in a few
The champion swore out the war- instances, practically normal, or but
rant and appeared against Charley in slightly below, while border counties
municipal court. The worse things generally were far below the normal
.
Charley did, according to Jack's tes- temperature.
No previous September experienced
timony, was to borrow $20 on an automobile tire from an automobile com- so low minimum temperatures;- - a
minimum of only 8 degrees was repany.
"It's just a case of too much broth- corded at Elizabethtown, while Dulce
Bluewater
erly love on my part I let him have recorded 11 degrees and
lots of money and then he goes and only 12 degrees. It has been many
damfour flushes around and sponges on years, also since so general and
so
occurred
Higher
a
frost
early.
him
So
taken
aging
I'm having
my friends.
northern and western stations had
into court for his own protection.
"Ain't it better that I protect him damaging frost on the 17th, and it became general over the north half of
than anybody else?"
the state on the 22d or 23d, fully two
of the usual date.
A little want ad costs tut a few weeks a head
Temperatures were fairly high at
cents and brings wonderful results
but cool
when published' in the New Mexican. the beginning of the month,
to 12th
10th
on
set
the
in
weather
J .
Try one.
x

From a given amount of wood the

WILSON HEATER
with the Hot Blast Down-Drawill
produce twice as much heat as any
other. It is because the Down-Draconsumes all the fuel and the gases
which arise from it, whereas in other
heaters the gases, which constitute one-ha-lf
the burnable part of the fuel, escape
unburned up the chimney. You can
start a fire in ten minutes and hold it
for 36 hours.
'
Remember, it is fuel cost which
counts.
The Wilson saves
your fuel
bill
ft

ft

"

one-ha-lf

Santa Fe Hardware
and Supply Co.
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Established

PERSONALS

Incorporated I90J

1856

TELEPHONES.

BUT COM

EJNDSEE

FOR JYOUJRSELF

LADIES!

THE WEATHER.
Santa Fe, N. M Oct. 1.1.
The
forecast for New Mexico is, to- night fair and cooler in extreme
southeast portion. Saturday fair
with rising temperature.

Editor's office, 31 J.
Business office, 31 W.

DON'T TAKE OUR WORD!

LOCAL ITEMS.

PAGE FIVE

You Will

Find the

Correct

Styles In

Waists and One Piece
--

DRESSES
For Evening Wear afe absolutely
the last word in all that is beautiful
and perfect in this line.

;

NEW

THE

FABRICS

STYLES-H- EW

NEW LINE of Misses' and
Girls' Blue Serge Suits and

Dresses are a Picture of the DressPrices way down.
maker's Art
THE SECOND SHIPMENT OF

Blazers

Knit Norfolk Jackets

&

at

You Neyer Go Wrotifc

IN

Seligman's

1

S.

y

i TRUST

UNITED STATES BANK

CO.

CAPITAL $50,000 00
Does a General Banking Business ,

,

Your Patronage Solicited

BEST COATS
until you've seen our's. We believe

our patrons deserve the very best, both
quality, that's why we handle

in style and

S. G. Cartwright is in the Duke City.
Judge John R. McFie has returned
from the Duke City.
- AT
State Senator H. B. Holt of Las
Cruces is in the city.
IN TELEPHONING
MRS. W. LINDHARDT,
All
F. S. Blackmer, a merchant of
now
NEW MODELS Jjust in, and
The New Mexican, ir your business
is in the city.
125 Palace Ave.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Vance of Artesia 's about advertising, subscriptions or
ready for inspection.
job work, please call up "31 W." If
are visiting friends here.
u. S. Marshal Secundino Romero you wish to speak to the editor or give
ress is putting down concrete lloors,
any news, please phone "31 J."
left yesterday for Albuquerque.
trimming of windows, cementing and
Mrs. James h. Seligman has gone
Fine Spuds, $1
per hundred plastering. Scores of men are at work
to Albuquerque to attend the fair.
Andrews.
planning the stage for the new cathed- Mr. and Mrs. Angus
McGillivray weight.
Two
FOR
In- ral is to contain u splendid room for
SALE
wood
stoves.
jhave returned from their ranch,
D, New Mexican.
carrying out the spectacular ,cere-- ;
Attorney General Frank V. Clancy quire
From Tight Shoes little corn do monies of the Scottish rite. Furniture
lis expected back from Albuquerque
grow, but "Zook's. Corn Cure" will and fixtures are being sent by Mandel
Sunday.
Brothers of Chicago. In the banquet
W. A. Ayer, secretary to Senator make walking easy.
20 to 40 per cent saved. .Read An room alone, 20U chairs will be used
Catron, has gone to Albuquerque to
and throughout the edifice will be
drews' Ad.
attend the fair.
Just to remind you that Sparks' many other pieces of furniture.
Arthur P. Hill has gone out camFor here you find a NEW STOCK every
Spuds We have never had any betpaigning for Prof. Woodrow. He is Vacuum Cleaner cleans your carpet
near Galisteo today, from reports re- on the floor as well as your walls and ter. Let us put one or more sacks in
morning that goes that day. The counter
your cellar at $1.25 per hundred
ceilings. $1.00 per any.
ceived.
is not large enough to show everyspace
Meet
Scouts
Tomorrow The Boy weight. Andrews.
Mr. and Mrs.
rank Nuding left
7 p. in. tomorrow.
Scouts
meet
will
at
on
snow
The
the
mountains
and
every
for
where
day. It will pay you to visit
thing
yesterday
Albuquerque
they will visit Mrs. Kuding's parents, Their rooms have been well cleaned the cold wind ami frost in town
the store every day during the sale.
and lighted and are so inviting In ap makes a fellow want his overcoat or
Mr. and Mrs. Hahn.
Mr. and Mrs. P M. A. Lineau and pearance the boys will surely be glad at least a sweater. If you haven't one
Mrs. L. .Lineau are in Albuquerque at- to attend meetings.
now is the time to get one. Take a
We can afford to eat meat now at look at Salmon's big stock and
tending the fair. They are registered
you'll
ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS
GO.
at the Alvarado hotel.
the prices that Frank Andrews and not look further.
Mrs. Francis C. Wilsqn and herj 'the Plaza Market company
have
sister. Miss Margaret Parker, have named. They seem to have slaughter GUERRERRO IS
gone to Albuquerque to attend the ed something besides beef.
j,
CAUGHT WHILE
Montezuma ball which takes place toCranberries, California head luttuce,
BREAKING JAIL, m
Hubbard squash and all other in and
night.
Mr. and Mrs. John X. Zook are in out of season vegetables at Andrews'.
An at.
f!unda1a1nr.q May f"W IT
New York City. According to-On account of the big business
letter received today by Jack Collins. done at his sale, the Capital Tailor tempt last night to break jail by Mi- Mr. Zook is trying to "break into the had to send for help. His brother Ed guel Guerrerro, a rebel leader, result-- ;
series," but the tickets are difficult to Syufy arrived and will help to clean ed in two prisoners being killed and
several soldiers wounded. A detach- get.
up the work that was booked at the
ment of federal cavalry responded
Dr. John P. Harrington,
of the sale,
when the attempt was sounded and
School of American Archaeology, has
FOR SALE Fine apples $2.50 per
returned' from San Diego where he barrel of 150 pounds. Phone Casner prevented the escape of the prisoners.
was doing special work for the ex- Guerrerro, who was captured at
To make room for a large shipment of FURNITURE.
ranch, 1262 W.
Tepic several months ago, has since
position. Dr. Harrington reports Cal
Just received a shipment of new been
the Coal Burners, Wood Burners, of all sizes
Seeing
here.
ifornia still prospering.
imprisoned
Mince Meat, 30 and 5Uc packages, also
Mexico City, Mex., Oct. 11. Six
and
Miss Letha White, a beautiful girl 1912 pack of delicious preserves
many
styles, is enough to make you buy. Prein a
American railroad conductors, who
fioni Kansas, who has been residing seal fast bottle at 35c;
pare now for the cold weather.
Pineapple, were captured at Sain Alto, in north- in Lucia, N. M., has arrived In Santa
strawberry,
olueberry,
etc.,
raspberry,
Fe to spend the winter here.
ern Zacatecas, when about to be shot
She ai Andrews .
is the sistser-in-laof John McGilliColorado Couple Wed Axcel Ar- - recently, were secured by the rebel
Antonio Munez. One of the con-vray, the prominent rancher.
THE AKERS-WAGNE- R
FURNITURE CO.
nell of
Colorado, and Miss chief,
is named Mc.Vabb. He is 60
With pennants waving and the Florence Alamosa,
of La Jara, Colo- ductors
Shebesta
deck of his car covered with portold and acted as engineer in
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
rado, were married at the home of H. years
manteaux, Prof. Sylvanus Griswold S. Lutz at 9:30 o'clock
charge. Another of them is named J.
this
morning, O'Connor.
Morley passed through the plaza at
8:38 o'clock this morning bound for by Rev. James M. Shinier, pastor of
El Paso, Tex., Oct. 11
Mexican
the Duke City. With him were Mrs. St. John's Methodist church. Mrs. rebels have been given warning that
S.
H.
Lutz
Mrs.
M.
and
ShiniJames
Morley, Miss Morley, Mrs. Stanley G.
nil
men captured
er were witnesses to the ceremony. whileAmerican railroad
Small and T. Espe.
operating trains in certain por-- '
ARE YOU GOING TO ALLOW THE
Jesse L. Skipper of Las Vegas has xno& ;uuu uuupie ieii on me iu:uu uuiio ui auchw i l wwiwuci ivy niu
D.
OF THE
RKFNT SMALL FIRES
R.
G.
train
for
their
home
near
WARNING
he shot, aceordine to testimony elven
arrived to fill the post of day ticket
ft
today before the senate
agent at the Santa Fe depot, H. E. Mc Alamosa.
to pass unheeded ? Is it not good business
l
Say; have you tried the meat they investigating conditions along the
Crum holding down that position at
at
!der.
Plaza
the
some
relawas
class
It
to
said
the
Market;
warning
protect yourself fully against possibility of serious propnight. From now on it will be phy- to
it, but how can they sell it at ting to American railroad men
ap-- ;
sically possible to "get Mr. Lutz at
INSURE WITH HAVWARD AND REST COME
erty losses.
the Santa Fe depot" by phone; if not those prices?
!pied only to the Mexican Northwest-- i
That $75 Round Oak Base Burner ern lines territory.
Mr. Lutz, one who will answer queries
about trains and transportation.
All in Gerdes' store was bought at
KNOW IT WELL.
travelers please say "Hurrah!"
B.
The last lot of fabrics for the Capital
Tailor's
sale
to
Known
Familiar
arrived
Well
Features
and
today
St. Petersburg, Oct. 11 The
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
were
on the counters. After
Hundreds of Santa Fe Citizens,
military commission has aban- this lotplaced
A familiar burden in many homes.
is gone the sale will be called
doned its proposed visit to Turkey.
The burden of 'a "bad back."
off. Why is it that practically every
Brigadier General Edward J.
A lame", a weak or an aching back
and the other officers In- piece of material is 'sold at these
Often tells you of kidney, ills.
tend to proceed shortly to Vienna. sales? It is because the critical man
Doan's Kidney Pills are for weak 5' The people of Santa Fe are invited to visit the Largest and
wants a suit that is cut to fit his body
and when he can get it at $25 hekidnes
Best Jewelry Store in the City and inspect our COLFLETE
Are You a Seller? An advertiseHere is Santa Fe testimony.
LINE of
ment in the classified columns of the does not hesitate,
J. T. Sandoval, 115 Ortiz St., Santa
Oysters, can and bulk all the time
New Mexican will put your real esFe, X. Mex., says: "A dull pain In the
a!
Andrews'.
tate on the market effectively. It will
From 37 to 50 was the range in tem- small of my back, sometimes extendThis is the Highest Grade Plated Ware on the Market, and
put the facts of your property before
perature yesterday and the average ing into my bladder, caused me a
we carry two desirable patterns, the
the eyes of all possible buyers.
relative humidity for the day was great deal of suffering, particularly
AND THE BRIDE'S BOQUET.
DIANA
I
was
when
cold.
I
took
bothered
Work for the New Mexican.
It is 61 per cent. Says the weather man: mostly in the winter, and in addition ?!
was
San Frncisco?
partly cloudy and a
.
5!
working for you, for Santa Fe and "Yesterday
Reliable Jeweler J-fcool day, with a mean temperature to the pain in ray "Back, there were
the new state
A
of
of
inflammation
the
symptoms
of 44 degrees; 8 degrees below the
The kidney secretions were
average and with a sprinkle of rain bladder.
a"d wnen Passed were
co,ored
highIy
at
with
fallClearing
night
gradually
1
aBsVHBSMSawCamB
ing temperature indicated what real-- i attended with a scaldin& PaInnever used anotner remedy that acted
DISCHARGES
ly happened a copious
deposit of as
satisfactorily as Doan's Kidney
frost this morning. The heaviest frost
BELIEVED IN
POULTRY AND STOCK FOOD
pilIsso far this fall '
They Proved to be just the
24 HOURS
Better Butter and best of everything Jmedi"e my Cfe ruired and 'he
We have our own mill run by electricity, and
re
brought me, has
Each Cap- - S
else there is to eat, at Andrews'
furnish pure, clean corn chop either coarse
can
,TPet!
sule bears (MIDYJ
U
U,T3
IUC111
IV ICLUIUUiCUU
UU 1UU1C
it
the namejfg
or fine, as meal for the little chicks
medium
than one occasion.''
penalties from the race corns which
Beuarenf counterfeits
We can grind any mixture that is desired o,
DO
all dealers.
For
sale
Pricn
by
interfere with exercise. Zook has a
ALL DRUGGISTS
the different grains, such as corn, wheat, mil
cents. Foster-MIlburCo.,
Buffalo,
corn cure, however.
New York, sole agents for the United
kaffir corn, bran, etc.
let,
oats,
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for rent. States.
15 lb. pkg., $ .65
,
The finest rooms in the city, having
Remember the name Doan's and
lb. "
30
1.20
Meat
and
Bone
Green
Cut
all
modern
H. S.
CO.
conveniences, including take no other.
(
100 lb. sack, 3.75
electric light, steam heat and bathi
The European Hotel, centrally lo- '
use embossed stationery, you
Every farmer and every family that has even a few chickens
Lowes cated. State Progressive Headquart- canIf you
Where Prices
do no better than place your orshould have cut bone and meat to feed them. It improves
ers in the hotel.
der with the New Mexican Printing
for Safe Quality.
their health and makes them lay.
The Clean-uSale of Adolf Selig-ma- n Company, prices will be quoted upon
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.
is still the talk of the town. request. Our styles and forms are
The Home Grown Fruit Season The great piles of merchandise that Btrictly up to date.
POULTRY AND VETERINARY REMEDIES
is on and we are offering to the have been carried away shows that
these
are
values
taken
special
up
Subserve for tne Santa Fe N
GUARANTEED.
particular housewife the best to
PRATT'S VETERINARY COLIC CURE.
.Next week will be the coat, Mexican, the paper 'hat bests
quickly.
to be had in
suit and dress extra special.
A famous remedy for all classes of colic, acute inof the time and works for the
tiy
f
Meats,
our new State.
groceries, bakery goods, building
digestion and bloat. This wonderful1 remedy has
fruits, vegetables,
eggs,
poultry,
a record of curing 998 cases out of ,000. It is a
candy; If there's anything else you
sure and reliable cure for all cases of colic.
ESQ
quick,
want to eat, we have that too. Andcents
50
Price
rews'.
STORE.
GORMLEY'S
GENERAL
Sale
For
at
Where Patience Counts One of
the most essential features in the
We can also supply you with
Prevents chicken
PRATT'S GUARANTEED EGG PRODUCER
training of wild animals is patience.
cholei a, roup and
FT. SUMNER CANTALOUPES This is one characteristic in which
Pratt's Poultry .Regulator
gapes and common ailments.
the gentle sex excels. Allied with paand
them into big laychicks
fast
little
makes
develops
grow
the finest cantaloupes grown. tience must be good judgment, and
and
in
fowl
condition.
ers.
healthy
good
laying
Keeps
one who has patience generally has
. . . Price, 25 cents
each
directions'with
Full
haspackage,
whose
Trainers
good
judgment.
We have just received
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.
Fire, Life, Accident,
ty tempers or a sudden loss of pashipment of
tience, the trainer says, or does some
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc.
foolish thing, which spells his defeat
PRATT'S ANIMAL REGULATOR
CHASE & SANBORN S
as a conqueror of animals. All this
FOR HORSES, CATTLE,SHEEP,HOGS,DAlRY
COWS.&c.
will be seen here Oct 15 when the
REAL ESTATE
"Three Ring Big Wild Animal Show"
Because it works directlv on the blood, bowels,
will arrive.
and digestive organs of the animal; it builds up
If one will go barefotted one can
run-dowhorses, cures hog cholera in its early
RAPID DELIVERY SERVICE
escape corns, but who wishes to go
makes pigs grow quickly and fatten rapCity Property, Farms,
stages,
barefooted? Zook has an easier way
idly ; dairy cows give more milk.
(Ranches, oVcharoVs,
a corn cure!
directions
Full
on each package, . . Price, per pkg., 25c
Land
The very successful week had on
If you want the best in
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.
the celebrated 'Superior Made Waists
and One Piece Dresses has convinced
us that after all, the people of Santa
Fe appreciate good goods, articles
AND
that have merit. Have you looked this
line over? If not, by all means do
JOHN HAMPEL, Proprietor.
GOTO
so. Seligman Brothers will be glad
Of
to show you.
130 Men at Work
The new MasonCathedral is being rushed to com194 W., Room 24
KAUNE
H.
CO icpletion
FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
and an imposing structure it Telephone
will be. With 100 men hammering
Family Trade Supplied.
LAIIGHLIN BUILDING,
and 30 more toiling at
Lowest away all dayevident
Where Prices
259 San Francisco St.
SANTA FE, N. M.
that no time is
"
night, it is
.r'-for Safe Quality;
NEWMEXICOi'
SANTA
FP
now
The
lost.
work
in
being
prog-

MILLINERY

"The Palmer Garment"

,

THE LINE OF SUPERIOR MADE

Y

NOT SEEN THE

are

the

'

JULIUS H. GERDES

'

j

You Cannot Beat It !

We Are Going: to Sell Out
All of Our Stoves
And at Cost Prices,

1

N. B. LAUGHLIN,

President.

J.

FOR

W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.

B. LAMV,

t.

Two Acres in Orchard and

IE

Small Fruit; Eight-rooHouse, Stable and Other
Buildings.
m

SIX ACRES ON ACEQU1A MADRE--Pa- rt
of
Tract in Alfalfa and 18 Fruit Trees in Bearing.
All!

Under Irrigation.

y2 Vlile

from Plaza.

LOW PRICE TO PURCHASER IF TAKEN AT ONCE

O. C. WATSON & CO.
i

Phone, Red 189.
1 19 San Francisco St.,
:
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL
License Numbers,

DIRECTORS
Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.

66-6-

Next Door to Postof flee,

IPfcSr
IP

Mi-

Cj

bor-sel-

JOSEPH

i

HAYWARD, AANAGER,

"ALAIN" SILVER PLATED WARE

i

Q9

URINARY

YONTZ,

-

fiffSl

-

J

Why Wait?

SEND YOUR OPTICAL REPAIRS DIRECT TO

p

Dispensing Optician,
NEW MEXICO.

Accurate Work

PEACHES,

Quick Returns

!

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
104 DON GASPER ST.

A live

Telephone 9 W

'paper makes a live town.

Ve are making a live paper. Read It

False Teeth send us.
Highest prices pi' Id for old Gold, SUver,
old Watches, Broken Jewelry and PreStones.
cious

SCUD BT RETURN HATL
PHILA. SMELTING & REFIMIVG
ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS
MONEY

86 Chestnut
TO

St

Philadelphia,

CO.

Pa.

DENTISTS
We will buy your Gold Filllofrg. Gold Sorap.
and Platinum. Elghest prices paid.

PEARS
and PLUMS

E

RANCH

all under fence, good improvements, lots of water. Fine hay
land and farm land with a fine
crop ont and about 40 head of
cattle. Six miles from railroad
and 7 miles from the mountain.
Sell at a bargain. Address,

FRANK DAVIS,

Moriarty, N. M.

n

MAYES

INSURANCE

i

Best Coffee and Teas

FOR SALE GROCERIES, FRUITS
MO-ACR-

WE WILL MAIL YOU $1
for each Set of old

HUE 8
are

TAUPERT,
E. LAS VEGAS,

n

VEGETABLES

E3

Grants,Etcj

Surety Bonds
All Kinds.

a

S.

are

n

.

COLORADO SALOON

a
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SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.

THE

.

President.

The Oldest Bank in the

The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
Charles M. Stauffer
J.Wight Glddlngs
William F. Brogan

Weekly, per year

11.25

W.O Dally Per Ouarter, by mall
$2.50 Dally par quarter, by carrier

$1.50

50

Weekly, tlx montht

The Ranch of the RockiesOpen the Year Round.
on
Beautiful Illustrated Booklet

request.

VALLEY RANCH, N. M

THE VALLEY RANCH,

ace of the Governors now being plan-neIt seems to me the vigas and
FR
I brackets would come into play in just
REMARKS
work. Anyway it seems too bad
line such
to have ancient bits of so great value
lost, or permitted to go into decay. Of
course, the time to procure them Is
Dos Canones Viejcc Uncle Tom?

sV

now.

El Chanate del, Condado
Que no?
Miguel.

de

San

ber 30, were referred to the Finance
committee, with instructions to examine, approve and pay all just bills.
Councilman R. L. Baca called attention to the necessity of having the
city engineer make a proper plat after
due survey made, of all lands outside
of the city limits, belonging to the
city of Santa Fe, and which lands are
within the limits of the Santa Fe
grant.
On motion of Councilman Akers,
the matter referred to above was referred to the Committee on Lands.
A list of causes were presented and
referred to the Police committee.
a
Hon. Ismael Sparks presented
plat of the Salmon addition, which
plat was approved. Changes New York
avenue to Santa Fe avenue.
The matter of Sena avenue was referred to the Street and Bridge
committee with power to act. This
matter is for that portion of Sena
avenue, which passes through the
property of Ismael Sparks in ward 2.
Complaint was made of a dangerous
place on Galisteo street south of the
bridge. The matter was referred to
Councilman Butt.
On motion made by Councilman
Shoemaker, and which motion was
seconded by Councilman R. L. Baca,
the City Marshal was given 10 per
cent of each dollar he collected of
road tax.
The ordinance on liquor licenses,
which was introduced, read first and
second time by title, and which ordinance has been duly published, was
called up for consideration. The same
was read in full a third time on motion
of Councilman R. L. Baca, and the
same was unanimously passed.
Be it ordained by the City Council of
the City of Santa Fe:
That section 92 of chapter 9 of the
ordinances of the City of Santa Fe,
New Mexico, according to revision
iiici cu. nuu n ii do iicriDcu uiuiuaui,co

THEY EAT BY THE YARD.
We have all read a good many times
Will the gentleman from Dona Ana of pie eating contests and the like, but
here is a new one. Down on Long Isyield for a question?
land a dozen or so substantial men
formed a club. They are all
have
not
Them two old cannon have
lovers of sea foods and their dinners
came yet.
are famous. One of their specialties
is eel eating. A fisherman is delegated
man
a
of
Chanate
El
Think
using
to catch a lot of eels of about the
BUSINESS OFFICE 31 W EDITORIAL ROOMS 3 1 J like Nathan Jaffa.
same size. Then the members sit
down to eat fried eels to capacity
limit.
OUR ANSWER.
They eat and eat and eat, each man
on
itself
being
The Albuquerque Morning Journal, the paper which prides
the dismantled bones which he
laying
without a policy, has at various times furnished assistance to the progressive
has
stripped
by his own plate. As
cause in New Mexico. The idea of the paper seems to be "progress where
each one drops out the bones by his
most
ihe
has
it
months
performed
progress pays." During the last three
plate are stretched out on the table,
sevie3 of caracois which we remember to have seen in any
sections placed end to end and
the
r
mild
bitt.-terms.
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Just Arrived

Another large assortment
latest shapes in Hats, such
as FELT, VELGUR VEL- - ,
VET, Etc. Also carry fine
line of Stamped Articles
for Embroidery

The High Cost of Living
V

:HAS BEEN REDUCED, NOT BY

MISS A. MUGLER

WILSON, ROOSEVELT OR TAFT,
;

SOUTHEAST CORNER PL AZA.

F. ANDREWS AND THE PLAZA MARKET CO.

SANTA FE

riME TABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAIN

We have just contracted for 200 beef and are going to give our customers the benefit of our heavy purchase.
MEATS the main item in the exceedingly

The following are the time tables
of the local railroads:
"A. T. & 8. F. Ry.

High Costs of Living
Are reduced in prices varying from 20 to 40 per cent.

Leave

8:10 a. m., to connect yitU No. i
westbound and No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at 12 : 10
p. m.

Does this appeal to you.

Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to
connect with No. 1 westbound and No.
eastbound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 p. in.
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to
with No. 7 westbouni and No. 4
eastbound.
Returning arrive Santa Fe at 8:35

60 cts.

Worth of Meat

$1.00

co-ne-

p. m.

The above purchase consists of Native New Mexico and Arizona Steers, and 3 to 4 year old heifers. No old
cows or stags in the bunch. We bought them right and the following prices will SHOW YOU that we are
going to sell them right.

Leave Santa Fe at 8:50 p. m. to connect with No. 8 eastbound and No.
westbound.
Returning, arrive at Santa F, 11: SO
p. m.

cut-of- f
Passengers Tor the Beien
and Pecos Valley points shouii now
leave at 3:30 p. m. instead of 7 20 as
heretofore. Connection leaves Albuquerque at 7:55 p. m. Instead of 2:26

It has been many years since you have seen prices as low as we name.
Native
5c
5c
5c
15c
1

Porterhouse

1

Sirloin

Round . . . .
Roast Rump

.

. ,
X

,

.........

14c Roast Rib
124c Roast, Shoulder
8c Boiling Beef

.

a. m.

Veal Chops and Cutlets, per pound
Veal Shoulder, per pound
Veal Stew, per pound

Packing House

T Bone and Short Cuts

1

2c

VEAL.

BEEF
Per Pound.

20c
22c
22c

20c

D. & ft. G. Ry.
Leaves 10:05 a. m. for north."
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from north.

15c
12

NEW MEXI'.O CENTRAL RY
Leave 12:45 p. sn., connects 71th
No. 4 east and 1 south and west..
Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connections
from No. 3 east

PORK.

17ic
15c

..

Pork, high and scarce, No Change in Prices. r

17c
...

i

5c
10c
I

jr

;

Let Him Know It If you are out or
a position, you must let the employer
know It. A want advertisement in the
ness and professional mtn in the city
and county and a great many in the
state. If you have any special talent, do not hide it under a bushel.

': ,

MUTTON SPECIAL FOR SATURDAY, OCT. 12TH, ONLY.
Shoulder
15c
Chops, Loin and Hindquarter

......

... 12c

Stew

You cannot get up to date printing
unless you have up to date material
The New Mexican
and facilities.
Printing company has both, and at
the same time expert mechanics.
Your orders are always assured personal attention.

10c

R ANDREWS

PLAZA MARKET CO.

Phone 4

Phone 92

It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal forms
when you can get them already printed at the New Mexican Printing
(jompany.

1L

DON'T BELIEVE IN DREAMS

!

And see yourself in cheap Tailor-Mad- e
Clothes. You can't get any
better clothes than we can show
you, no matter what tailor takes

o

your measure and assists you untli
the last stitch.
No

Matter How You Get Them

No

Matter Who Makes It For You

No

Matter How Much You Pay
There are no better Clothes made
than our .. ..
.

WEATEKS!
We show all the best models in
Sweaters, with the

SWEATER COAT
easily in the lead, all worsted yarns,
full fashioned, extra heavy knit. We
can match the sweater notion of

every lady or gentleman.

i

HART SCHAFFFIEIl & MARK

Children's

Sweaters

CLOTHES

with 2 pockets,pIain cardigan and fancy stitching. Good weight.
BYRON

You

get certainty of quality in fab- -,
rics, certainty of correct style, certainty of honest tailoring:, certainty
of good fit. If you don't get them
all we'll give you back your money.

THE HOME OF

THIS IS THE ONLY
GET

Hart Schaf f ner & Marx Clothes
THE BEST OF ALL CLOTHES

PUCE

AND

!

THE

ONLY

WAY

COLLAR

ET

WE HAVE ALL

TO

CERTAINTY IN CLOTHES!

NAT HAN SALMON.

n

